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INTRODUCTION: Manuel Amábilis, Revolutionary Architect

In the history of architecture following the Mexican revolution, Yucatecan architect
Manuel Amábilis (1889-1966) has often been passed over in favor of discussions of architects
working in the nation’s cultural and political center, Mexico City, many of whom engaged in
neocolonial and functionalist modern style to envision a modern Mexico transformed by the
revolution. This omission is short-sighted, since Amábilis’s Maya revivalist architecture
provides an iteration of postrevolutionary Mexican architecture that visually and ideologically
manifests the socialist and proindingenous aims of the revolution while imagining a paradigm of
modern nationalism that was not rooted in Western ideals. Amábilis’ neomaya architecture, a
regional iteration of the indigenous revivalist architecture that proliferated in the center of the
nation, may appear to be kitsch or pastiche—the simple placement of ornament on top of an
otherwise modern structure. A close reading of Amábilis’s architecture in tandem with his
extensive theoretical and ideological writings proves, however, that his engagement with Maya
architectural motifs was not simply ornament or spectacle. Instead, his dialogue with the Maya
civilization was calculated. He invested it with symbolic potential and aimed to create an
architecture that would speak directly to the Maya people while affirming the importance of this
cultural group within a postrevolutionary, modern Mexico. In short, through his engagement of
the neomaya, Amábilis sought to evoke an indigenous modernity that countered the Westernized
vision modernity that was promoted heavily in the years following the revolution.
Amábilis was an architect, artist, theoretician, and writer whose work was rooted
stylistically and discursively in indigenous revivalism, with a specific emphasis on Maya
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revivalism. Amábilis, who was born on September 21, 1889 in Mérida, Yucatán, spent much his
life in that state and was inspired by its contemporary Maya culture as well as the abundance of
ancient ruins that marked the landscape. In 1909, at the age of twenty, Amábilis traveled to Paris
to attend the Ecole Spéciale d’Architecture, where he earned his architectural degree. In 1913,
Amábilis returned to Mérida and began his architectural career working as the Director of Public
Works for the government of the socialist, revolutionary governor, Salvador Alvarado. Much of
Amábilis’ early work, circa 1915, dealt with the design of residential structures as well as the
remodeling and transformation of defunct religious and cultural structures. The majority of this
early work was completed in a French neoclassical style— notably, the Beaux-Arts architectural
style that Amábilis likely encountered while in Paris and the official architecture of the
dictatorial regime of Porfirio Diaz (1877-80, 1884-1911), the elitist and oppressive regime that
spurred the Mexican revolution, and known as the Porfiriato. In addition to this early
engagement with French style in residential structures, Amábilis deployed it for the renovation of
the Ateneo Peninsular (Peninsular Anthenaeum) in Mérida. Quickly, however, Amábilis’s
architecture evolved into his signature neomaya style. This stylistic shift was undoubtedly
influenced by Amábilis’s own leftist politics, the socialist, proindigenous government of
Alvarado, as well as the rhetoric surrounding the Mexican revolution which was raging in the
central and northern portions of the country from 1910-1920.
During the Mexican Revolution, Yucatán lived in a state of relative peace. This peace
was derived from the distance of the peninsula from the center of the country as well as the
earlier Caste Wars (1847–1901), which were fueled by the economic and social disparities that
existed between the upper class and the predominantly indigenous lower class. The Caste Wars
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and the success of the Maya in this battle for equality precipitated a socialist, proindigenous
mentality in Yucatán, which was only bolstered by the revolution occurring in the center of the
nation. This political and ideological shift dispelled the elitist mentality of the Porfiriato in favor
a politic rooted in social equity and resulted in formal architectural changes within the
peninsula. The architectural shift, which favored a distinctly Yucatecan symbolism over the
Beaux-Arts architecture of the Porfiriato, was encouraged by Alvarado and deployed by
Amábilis.
In the first millennium BCE, the ancient Maya, whose civilization flourished in the
present-day Yucatán region of Mexico, Belize, Honduras, and Guatemala for approximately
3,000 years, began building monumental structures to mark spaces of public gathering and
ceremony.1 Ancient Maya architecture was deeply connected to spirituality, which was tied
directly to cosmological and natural functions. At the core of Maya spirituality were natural
fertility and the promise of an abundant crop, which were necessary for the sustenance of the
civilization. Many Maya monumental structures, as well as their surrounding plazas, acted as
spaces for the practice of rituals that would ensure a successful harvest and were deeply tied to
both the land and cosmological functions in their materials and placements.
These structures, which range from massive step pyramids to single story temples, were
derived from the one-room Maya house. The Maya house was a bipartite structure with flat
stucco or wooden walls and a gable roof often comprised of palm and grass. Notably, the gable
roof gave rise to the form of the corbel arch, which became a defining element of ancient Maya
architecture. Ancient Maya builders reproduced structures based on these domestic buildings in
1

The Yucatán region is comprised of three states including Yucatán, Campeche, and Quintana Roo. This state of
Yucatán, is primarily referred to throughout this thesis.
3

stone, creating permanent structures that functioned as temples. In addition, they placed these
temples atop massive step pyramids that acted as platforms to diminish the distance between the
heavily realm of the gods and spaces of ceremony and sacrifice.2 Often, these structures were
decorated with rich geometric ornament and integrated figurative sculpture to honor the gods and
indicate the purpose of the space. The endurance, size, ornament, and mythology surrounding
these structures captured the interest of explorers, scholars, and architects including Amábilis
who, living in Mérida, and would have been intimately familiar with the monumental ruins of
ancient Maya civilization.
One of the first examples of neomaya architecture in Yucatán was Amábilis’s
transformation of the Templo del Dulce Nombre de Jesús into a Masonic Lodge (1918). This
structure is exemplary of an early iteration of Amábilis’ architecture that integrated Classicism
with Maya ornament. This early iteration of Amábilis’s neomaya architecture, which synthesized
classicism with the Maya is also apparent in his Sanatorio Rendón Peniche (1919), which is
explored in depth in chapter one.
In 1922, Amábilis was nominated to fill the role of director of the School of Engineering
at the Universidad Nacional del Sureste.3 After a short tenure at the Universidad Nacional del
Sureste, Amábilis moved to Mexico City to chair the Theory Department at the National
Architecture School. While in this position, he was awarded commissions for two national
pavilions. The first was for the 1925 Mexican Pavilion at the International World’s Fair in
2Mary

Ellen Miller and Megan E. O'Neill, Maya Art and Architecture (London: Thames & Hudson, 2014), 22

3 The

university was developed by Mexico’s secretary of public education José Vasconcelos and Felipe Carrillo
Puerto, governor of Yucatán from 1922-1924. Enrique Urzaiz-Lares, “Introduction,” in Manuel Amábilis:
arquitectura nacional, ed. Louise Noelle, (México, D.F.: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, Instituto
Nacional de Bellas Artes, Dirección de Arquitectura y Conservación del Patrimonio Artístico Inmueble, 2003), IX.
Much of the biographical information in the text in summarized from Urzaiz-Lares introduction cited above.
4

Mexico—neither the fair nor the pavilion was realized. The second was for the 1929 IberoAmerican Exposition in Seville. This pavilion for the 1929 Exposition exemplifies another shift
in Amábilis’ architecture. Instead of engaging the plan and form of a classical style building and
integrating Maya motifs, Amábilis utilized an Art Deco plan—a style which was at the time
symbolic of Mexican modernity. This 1929 pavilion is the subject of chapter two. Besides the
national pavilions, while in Mexico City, Amábilis designed the building for the Teocalli Super
Club (1930) and a residence at 138 Campeche (date unknown) for Negib Simón, a Yucatecan
transplant who was the Secretary of the Universidad Nacional del Surest at the same time that
Amábilis was the Director of Engineering. Unfortunately, neither of these buildings exists today.4
Following his time Mexico City, Amábilis returned to Mérida where he completed
several more projects including: designs for la Escuela Socialista Belisario Domínguez in
Chetumal, Quintana Roo (1936-38); Parque de las Américas (1945) Mérida; the facade of the
Diario del Sureste (1946) Mérida; and Monumento a la Patria (1956) Mérida, Yucatán. These
projects exemplify yet another shift in Amábilis’s architecture in their syncretizing of Maya
motifs with functionalist modernism— a style that became popular in Mérida in the 1940s.5 All
of these projects, with the exception of Parque de las Américas, were completed in collaboration
with sculptor Romulo Rozo. Amábilis completed Parque de las Amérias in conjunction with his
son, Max. Parque de las Américas is considered in chapter three. Amábilis died in 1966 in
Mérida.

4

Urzaiz Lares, “Introduction,” XIII.
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Enrique Urzaiz Lares, Arquitectura en tránsito: patrimonio arquitectónico de la primera mitad del siglo XX en la
ciudad de Mérida, Yucatán. (Mérida: Ediciones de la Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán, 1997), 26.
5

In addition to his architectural practice, Amábilis wrote prolifically throughout his life. In
general, his texts speak to his belief that the revival of indigenous architectural forms could
create a legible and known architectural language for indigenous people, while also acting as a
critique against the elitist academic establishment and bourgeois capitalism. Amábilis first began
publishing articles in 1923 in the magazine El Agricultor, and his books followed thereafter. His
first book Dónde (Where) (1923), provides insight into his theory of the vida cósmica (cosmic
life), defined as the coexistence of all of the beings and entities in the universe, a sentiment that
reflects indigenous spirituality, which was grounded in the natural world, according the Maya
belief. Amábilis believed this attitude toward nature should be adopted by artists to create an art
that was modern but also embedded in indigenous (i.e. authentically Mexican) ideals.
Amábilis’s second book, El Pabellón de México en la Exposición Iberoamericana de
Seville (The Mexican Pavilion for the Iberoamerican Exposition in Seville) (1929), addresses his
design for the Mexican Pavilion in Seville. In the text, Amábilis describes the functional and
aesthetic design of the building and explains his references to Maya architecture. In 1937,
Amábilis published Mística de la revolución mexicana (The Mysticism of the Mexican
Revolution), in which he describes how the Mexican Revolution precipitated the necessary
environment for the manifestation of the mystical ideal, a theory that was linked to the
aforementioned vida cósmica. Like the vida cósmica, Amábilis’s mystical ideal was rooted in
indigenous connection to nature. This connection to nature was necessary for the development of
a physically and spiritually healthy, modern Mexican body, and thus, the manifestation of the
mystical ideal.
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Some twenty years later in 1956, Amábilis published La arquitectura precolombina en
México (Precolumbian Architecture in Mexico), which provides an in-depth study of Maya
architecture and attempts to suggest that Maya architecture contained classical proportions.
Amábilis attempts to draw this connection to the classical as a means to both rationalize the use
of historical forms in modern design while also attempting to bring forth the latent modernism of
Maya architecture in which form followed function and material. This interest in the relationship
between the Maya and classicism is further explored in his final book, Los Atlantes en Yucatán
(The Atlanteans in Yucatán) (1963). This book explores the architectural influence of the Toltec
people on Maya architecture on the Yucatán peninsula. Through this study, Amábilis sought to
prove that the Maya were ancestors of the Toltec, who were, in turn, derived from the
disappeared civilization of Atlantis. This originary Atlantean culture supposedly also gave rise to
ancient Greek civilization, thus proving that the Greek and the Maya shared a hereditary and
cultural lineage. While this theory has been proved false, it provided an ideological foundation
for Amábilis to emphasize the intellectual prowess and inherent modernity of the Maya people,
thus rooting Mexico in a great ancient history on a par with civilizations like the Greco-Roman,
Chinese, and Ottomans.6
Amábilis’s writing was nationalist at its core in that it exemplified a belief that Mexico
could uncover its “real” identity by examining its indigenous past. This search for a supposedly
authentic Mexican identity was in direct dialogue with other Mexican architects and intellectuals
The discourse engaged by Amábilis to relate ancient Maya architecture to the distant past was also apparent in the
Middle East. Early Turkish republican architects of the 1920s insisted that Ottoman architecture was already
modern. They argued that Ottoman mosques were inherently modern as their form followed function and material.
They were geometrical and sober lacking in ornamentation. As such, modern architects were not only reviving old
forms but recovering their latent modernism. See Sibel Bozdogan, “Turkish Architecture Between Ottomanism and
Modernism 1873-1931,” in Ways to Modernity in Greece and Turkey. Encounters with Europe 1850-1950, ed. Anna
Franguoudaki and Calgary Keyder (London: Tauris, 2007).
6
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who were formulating ways to visualize a Mexican reality following the revolution. This
Mexican identity was a primary source of concern for the postrevolutionary government, who
were, according to architectural historian Edward Burian, “seeking to create an image of national
culture in which the masses could recognize themselves.”7 The dominant architectural
expressions of mexicandid (Mexicanness) immediately following the end of the revolution in
1920, were the neoindigeous and neocolonial, with functionalist modernism being posited as an
option toward the end of 1920s.
Amábilis’s emphasis on the indigenous as the source of a modern, Mexican identity
reflects the work of anthropologist Manuel Gamio who served as the director of anthropology in
the Department of Public Works and Agriculture from 1917-1924—pivotal years of the
postrevolutionary reconstruction effort. In his seminal book, Forjando Patria (Forging the
Nation) (1916), Gamio argues that the Mexican desire for nationalism could only be achieved in
the transformation of the relationship between Mexico’s European and indigenous populations.
In creating this understanding, Mexico could respond to the material, social, and spiritual needs
of its indigenous population, which was necessary creating a unifying, national culture. For
Gamio, art was one of the primary ways in which Mexico could become acquainted with its
indigenous population. As such, he advocated for an art rooted in indigenous culture to facilitate
understanding and forge a relationship between Mexico’s indigenous and nonindigenous
populations, which would manifest social equality that was necessary for the development of a
modern, Mexican nation.8
7

Edward R. Burian, Modernity and the Architecture of Mexico, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1997), 70.

8

Luis E. Carranza, Architecture as Revolution: Episodes in the History of Modern Mexico (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 2010), 90-92.
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In many, ways Amábilis’s architecture physically manifested Gamio’s desired Mexican
aesthetic. It is important to note, though, that Gamio ultimately advocated for the homogenizing
of race and culture, which differentiates his theories from those of Amábilis, which more
specifically focused on the preservation and celebration of indigenous (Maya) culture.
Regardless of this difference in theories, Amábilis’s invocation of indigenous forms to create
social equity and nationalist sentiment countered the syncretic art that was promoted by Mexican
intellectual and civil servant, José Vasconcelos, who was also engaged with the task of
manifesting a modern, nationalist Mexico. Vasconcelos advocated for a primarily neocolonial
architecture that synthesized regionally specific elements, an aesthetic choice that was rooted in
his theory of mestizaje (racial blending). He published this idea in the 1925 text, La raza cósmica
(The Cosmic Race), which advocated for the “the union of all men into a fifth universal race.”9
With La raza cósmica, Vasconcelos sought to “uplift” indigenous population. This uplifting,
though, was rooted in a hispanicizing (i.e. whitening or Westernizing) process that would result
in the elimination of indigenous specificity. As such, Vasconcelos’s theory and the neocolonial
architecture that he commissioned, maintained a hispanist hegemony, something that both Gamio
and Amábilis believed to be one of the primary handicaps that Mexico must overcome to
engender a unified postrevolutionary nation.10 To elaborate on the specifics of the Amábilis!s
architecture as well as his desire to actively engage Mexico!s indigenous population in
modernity, it is useful to place him in dialogue with Vasconcelos. As such, each chapter of this

9

José Vasconcelos, The Cosmic Race, trans. Didier T. Jaen. (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
1997), 403.
10

Carranza, Architecture as Revolution, 27-28.
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thesis discusses Amábilis!s work in relation to Vasconcelos!s idea, in addition to those of other
architects and intellectuals that participated in Mexico!s postrevolutionary search for a modern,
nationalist identity.
My research is rooted in scholarship on Mexican modern architecture and aims to expand
this field by exploring Amábilis’s neomaya architecture within the context of various other
paradigms of modern architecture that were present in the post-revolutionary landscape. While
this project engages with relatively understudied material, it draws upon a legacy of scholarship
deals with the development of modern architecture in Mexico. The first comprehensive analysis
of twentieth century Mexican architecture was completed by the architect Israel Katzman.11 His
book, La arquitectura contemporanea mexicana: precedentes y desarollo (Contemporary
Mexican Architecture: Precedents and Development), which continues to be foundational for
studies of Mexican modern architecture, catalogued, classified, and analyzed hundreds of
buildings across Mexico. Katzman!s survey encouraged further scholarship on Mexican
architecture which has generally taken the form of surveys or in-depth explorations on a single
architect. One of the most significant surveys of Mexican modern architecture that resulted from
Katzman!s groundbreaking work is that of Enrique X. De Anda Alanis. His book, La
arquitectura de la Revolución Mexicana: corrientes y estilos en la década de los veinte (The
Architecture of the Mexican Revolution: Currents and Styles in the Decade of the Twenties),
traces the architectural and ideological movements that precipitated from the Mexican revolution
through a survey of various buildings and architects.

11

Kathryn O’Rourke,“The Hour of Mexico: State-Sponsored Modern Architecture in Mexico City, 1925-1934.”
(PhD diss. University of Pennsylvania, 2008), 7.
10

The work of Louise Noelle has also been influential in the development of scholarship of
Mexican modern architecture. She has published various surveys of Mexican architecture as
well as focused discussions on specific architects. Her 2003 book, Manuel Amábilis:
arquitectura nacional (Manuel Amábilis: National Architecture) which collects key excerpts
from Amábilis’ various text has proved to be a critical resource for my project. Moreover, it
provides an excellent biographical and analytical introduction by Enrique Urzaiz Lares, one of
the few scholars who has focused primarily on modern architecture in the Yucatán peninsula.
This may be the only book in any language, besides those written by Amábilis, that solely
focuses on the work of the architect. Moreover, Urzaiz Lares’s scholarship has been critical to
the success of my project. He is one of the few scholars who has critically assessed
modernization and architecture in the Yucatán peninsula. His 1997 book, Arquitectura en
tránsito: patrimonio arquitectónico de la primera mitad del siglo XX en la ciudad de Mérida,
Yucatán (Architecture in Transit: Architectural Patrimony in the First of the Twentieth Century in
the City of Mérida, Yucatán), is invaluable. In addition to this book, he has published on
architecture, indigenous revivalism, and modernization in the Yucatán peninsula.12
Scholarship on Mexican modernism in English is a relatively recent phenomenon.
Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo and Edward Burian were two of the first scholars to write on modern
Mexican architecture in English. Tenorio-Trillo’s book, Mexico at the World!s Fairs: Crafting a
Modern Nation, surveys Mexico’s participation in expositions from 1889 to 1929 and considers
the nation’s self-presentation as exemplary of its desire to nationalize and modernize. Burian’s
1997 book Modernity and the Architecture of Mexico undertakes a critical reappraisal of the
12

Urzaiz Lares’ other texts include Arquitectura: dogmas y desaprendizaje: reflexionando la práctica y practicando
la reflexión (2005), Rolling cities: impacto de la automovilización en Mérida y otras ciudades mexicanas (2011).
11

notion of modernity in Mexican architecture and its influence on a generation of Mexican
architects whose works spanned the 1920s through the 1960s.
Since Tenorio-Trillo and Burian, scholarship on modern Mexico in English has
continuously expanded. Luis Carranza who surveyed the paradigms of modern architecture that
took hold between 1920 and 1940 in his 1998 PhD dissertation at Harvard has gone on to publish
extensively on the subject. It was through his scholarship that I was introduced to the work of
Manuel Amábilis. His 2010 book, Architecture as Revolution: Episodes in the History of
Modern Mexico, dedicates an entire chapter to Amábilis and his neo-Maya pavilion at the IberoAmerican Exposition of 1929. In addition, Kathryn O’Rourke’s recent scholarship on modern
architecture in Mexico City has also been pivotal to my work. Her research on hospitals and the
architecture of health, specifically her work on José Villagrán García's Tuberculosis Sanatorium
at Huipulco en Tlalpan (1929–36), has informed this thesis project.
In addition to scholarship on Mexico and its modern architecture, my project relies on
studies and theoretical texts that address ancient Maya civilization, world’s fairs, and modernism
in the Global South writ large. Mary Ellen Miller’s work on ancient Maya culture has provided a
comprehensive guide in understanding various aspects of this understudied ancient civilization.
Her book, Maya Art and Architecture, has been particularly important for my project as it has
allowed me to better understand Maya vernacular culture. The work of Zeynep Çelik and Leila
Kinney, is imperative to my discussion on international expositions. Finally, while not directly
cited, the work of post-colonial thinkers including Aníbal Quijano, Dipesh Chakrabarty, and
Walter D. Mignolo, has been essential to understanding of modernism in the Global South.
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Chapter One of this thesis considers Amábilis 1919 Sanatorio Rendón Peniche, a
hospital/sanatorium in Mérida, Yucatán. I discuss this structure in relation to the La Quinta de
Salud Ibérica, in order to consider the ideological implications of a neocolonial architecture.
This chapter explores the phenomenon of the sanatorium as a tool for behavioral prophylaxis that
would cure the working class, primarily indigenous and mestizo population, of both physical and
social ailments. Through its engagement of neocolonial architecture, La Quinta de la Salud
Ibérica is read as a space that sought to transform and ultimately hispanicize Mérida’s indigenous
population. I propose Amábilis’s Sanatorio Rendón Peniche as counter dialogue, which sought to
include and emphasize the importance of the Maya in the formation of Yucatecan and Mexican
modernity through the incorporation of visual elements rooted in Maya beliefs and ways of
living, while also creating a space for the manifestation of the healthy, indigenous body.
Chapter Two considers Amábilis 1929 Pavilion for the Ibero-American Exposition in
Seville. This pavilion is placed in dialogue with Mexico’s pavilions for the 1889 World Fair in
Paris and the 1922 Brazilian Centennial Exposition. By considering Amábilis pavilion along with
these other notable examples, I argue that Amábilis sought to represent Mexico’s indigenous and
mestizo populations as contemporary and modern, and in turn, counter the colonialist, hispanist
agenda of the Ibero-American Exposition as well as the elitist, centrist discourse that permeated
the design of these earlier pavilions.
Chapter Three considers Amábilis’s Parque de las Américas (1945) in Mérida, Yucatán, as
a space that aimed to engage Mérida’s contemporary indigenous population and promote
connection to nature as a means to manifest a healthy body. The park and the ideology
surrounding it is explained through the lens of through the postrevolutionary belief that sport and
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outdoor recreation could build a healthy individual and, in turn, a healthy national body. Parque
de las Américas, which advocated for a healthy indigenous body (and nation), is considered in
tandem with other notable postrevolutionary spaces of recreation: Mexico’s National Stadium
(1924-1949) in Mexico City and the Jalapa Stadium (1925), in Jalapa, Veracruz–both of which
advocated for a Westernized ideal of the healthy body.
Throughout each of these chapters, I consider Amábilis’s architecture as envisioning a
Mexican nationalism that was rooted in indigeneity and a socialist political agenda—ideals that
defined the Mexican Revolution in its attempt to counteract the bourgeois capitalism of Porfirian
Mexico. By foregrounding the work of Amábilis and placing it in dialogue with other
postrevolutionary thinkers, specifically Vasconcelos, I demonstrate that through architecture,
many of the Western, elitist ideals that defined the Porfiriato continued to manifest themselves in
postrevolutionary Mexico. Ultimately, I posit Amábilis’s architecture as a counter to these works
that exemplify what a truly modern, postrevolutionary Mexican architecture might look like.

14

CHAPTER 1

THE ARCHITECTURE OF HEALTH:
Quinta de la Salud La Ibérica (Beneficencia Española) 1918 and
Sanatorio Rendón Peniche (1919)

In the early twentieth century Mexican political and intellectual leaders believed that the
physical and social health of the nation could be improved through the transformative power of
architecture. Specifically, they held the conviction that architecture had ability to alleviate
poverty, illiteracy and illness.13 In postrevolutionary Mexico, “modern buildings became agents
of shaping a modern nation made up of healthy individuals who shared an understanding of that
modern nation and their place within it,” as Katherine O’Rourke has argued.14 Because of
Mexico’s cultural plurality, however, the definition of this healthy, productive, modern citizen
was a contested topic among intellectuals, artists, and architects. Mexican architects in early
twentieth century engaged various architectural programs including the international style,
neocolonial, and neoindigenous, to promote their specific notions of a healthy, modern, Mexican
citizen and nation at large.
Like his colleagues, Manuel Amábilis believed in the transformative power of
architecture, and its ability to help mold modern and productive citizens. His Sanatorio Rendón
Peniche (1919), a tuberculosis sanatorium, in Mérida, Yucatán exemplifies an indigenous revival
13
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architecture that sought to transform society through the embracing of the nation’s ancient
heritage (fig. 1.1). From among Mexico’s diverse indigenous cultures Amábilis focused on the
Maya, the dominant indigenous culture in his native state of Yucatán. Amábilis engaged the
neomaya within the structure of the sanatorium to promote an image of a healthy, modern
indigenous citizen. He thus envisioned an architecture that engaged Maya symbolism and belief
systems to propagate the notion of an indigenous modernity while providing an example of an
architecture that could engage Mexico’s indigenous populations at large. Moreover, by engaging
the neomaya, Amábilis created a visual response to the neocolonial and functionalist sanatoria,
which sought to proliferate the image of Westernized, modern citizen that excluded Mexico’s
indigenous population.
In this chapter, the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche serves as a case study for understanding the
connection between neomaya architecture and social and physical reform in both Yucatán and
Mexico at large. To elucidate Amábilis’s aims at the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche and the
architecture of health and social reform that developed in Yucatán, this chapter also considers La
Quinta de la Salud Ibérica (1918), a neocolonial style tuberculosis sanatorium that Amábilis
collaborated on in conjunction with architect Sebastián García (fig. 1.2).
These structures have telling similarities and differences. On the surface, these buildings
share a function as sanatoriums, temporal proximity, and location in Mérida. The tuberculosis
sanatorium provides a particularly interesting case study since it incorporates contemporary ideas
about architectural aesthetics and healthcare ideology. Aesthetically and materially, these
structures were predecessors to the functionalist, modern architecture that emerged in in the
1920s in both Europe and Mexico. Furthermore, each embodied an ideological plan that was
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rooted in the modernist discourse of the transformation of the working class into healthy,
hygienic, and functional citizens through the molding of the environment. If the Sanatorio
Rendón Peniche and La Quinta de la Salud Ibérica have commonalities, their differences are
perhaps more intriguing. The aesthetic differences between them exhibit the multiplicity of
visions of a what moment of Mexico’s past can be best marshaled to envision what a healthy,
modern Mexican, or in this case Yucatecan, citizen should be. Ultimately, by comparing these
structures, I show that Amábilis’s Sanatorio Rendón Peniche provides an alternative to the
hispanicized modernity that is suggested in the neocolonial architecture of the La Quinta de la
Salud Ibérica. With the neomaya sanatorium, Amábilis sought to eradicate stereotypes that
depicted working class, indigenous people as diseased and in need of social reformation while
creating a space that affirmed indigenous identity. In addition, these two projects allow for an
examination of the particularities of Yucatecan architecture, which has received short shift in
relation to the architecture of Mexico City. Through an analysis of these buildings, I explore the
variances in regional modernism that existed in Yucatán and its connection with culture, history,
and race.

Tuberculosis, Modernism, and Nationalism
To better understand the ideological implications of the structure of the Sanatorio Rendón
Peniche, it is useful to review the history of tuberculosis, the general concept of the twentiethcentury sanatorium, and its relationship to modernism and nationalism. In twentieth-century
Mexico, tuberculosis was highly contagious and poorly understood, making it one of the most
feared illnesses of the era. The disease affected people of various geographies, ages, and social
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classes; however, like many other diseases, the severity and prevalence of tuberculosis was often
distributed unevenly throughout social hierarchies with disadvantaged populations more affected
than elite classes.15 Lack of scientific understanding as well as the visible proliferation of the
disease among disadvantaged people led to the widespread, albeit mistaken, belief that
tuberculosis transmission was linked to both behavior and environment.16
The visible proliferation of tuberculosis in the working classes was not a specifically
Mexican phenomenon. It was also the case in Europe where the disease also flourished. In
Europe, because of its prevalence amongst the working class, the disease became intrinsically
linked with alcoholism and venereal disease. This association made tuberculosis a societal and
moral issue in addition to a public health issue. In France, where Lamarckian eugenics, or the
belief in the inheritance of physiological improvements from one generation to another was
taking hold, prevention of these working class diseases began to emphasize the ‘regeneration’ of
the population and the creation of the ideal citizen. As such health and hygiene became seen as
social and political issues rather than biologically determined maladies, and social reformation
was the only means by which the disease could be eradicated. Consequently, social reformation
became on the primary goals in the development of modern architecture.17
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These European biases and ideas made their way to Mexico, and in Mexico, like in
Europe, tuberculosis infection was seen as a social disease among the working class. It became
known as a disease of poverty and degeneracy, and thus, controlling its spread became associated
with reform and governmental regulation of life and conduct.18 Moreover, health and hygiene
became increasingly defined as patriotic and essential services to the nation.
Beginning in the 1890s, during the last years of the Porfiriato, the period defined by the
dictatorial rule of Porfirio Díaz (1876–80; 1884–1911), the Mexican government began to
implement policies that stressed public health for the sake of social renovation. These policies
led to the popularization of health education, which was seen as a tool to help transform both
indigenous populations and poor immigrants into modern, scientifically aware Mexican citizens.
By the beginning of the of the twentieth century Mexican public health officials began to treat
tuberculosis aggressively, linking it to national fitness and economic wellbeing. In 1906
Mexican physicians were advocating for what M. Godoy Álvarez summarized as “social
prophylaxis for tuberculosis.”19 Doctors believed that the cure to the disease lay in “trying to
improve the social condition of the worker,” medical historian, Ana María Carillo adds.20
By the 1920s the postrevolutionary Mexican government’s attempts to control not only
tuberculosis but also disease in general focused primarily on the indigenous poor and on
children, who were seen symbolically as the future of the nation. Public health officials
considered the connection between poverty, disease, and their effects on public health and
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national strength. Because of the emphasis on impoverished indigenous communities, these
conversations considered race. Questions of race and identity became dominant topics in the
larger discussion of how to form a modern Mexican nation that was composed of healthy and
productive citizens that would fuel the development of the nation. These considerations of race,
class, and the modern nation are reflected in the paradigms of modern architecture that took hold
in Mexico and are made particularly evident in the architecture of the sanatorium, facilities that
were seen as tools of social reform.21
One of the primary thinkers who drove to connect the points between race (which in this
case, is directly associated with class) and modernism during the 1920s was Mexican cultural
philosopher, José Vasconcelos (1882-1959). Vasconcelos served as Mexico’s minister of public
education (1921-1924) under President Alvaro Obregón and was one of the most influential
thinkers and bureaucrats in 1920s Mexico. In his capacity as the minster of public education,
Vasconcelos recruited artists and intellectuals to contribute to the development of a revolutionary
Mexican culture that would spur social reform through the development of an aesthetic that was
characteristically Mexican.22
To do so, Vasconcelos advocated for the uplifting of Mexico’s indigenous heritage while
reducing the influence of foreign art, architecture, and culture on the nation.23 Vasconcelos’
uplifting of Mexico’s indigenous culture was complex, however, and did not rely solely upon the
21
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revival and celebration of the nation’s native heritage. Instead, he advocated for the racial and
cultural mixing of European and Indigenous peoples, or the creation a primarily mestizo race. In
1925, Vasconcelos published La raza cósmica, which makes clear the racialized underpinnings
of his plan to shape a modern Mexico. This plan, which advocated for the “the union of all men
into a fifth universal race, the fruit of all the previous ones and amelioration of everything past,”
evokes an iteration of the eugenics that relied on the essentializing formation of a mestizo
population.24 While this line of thought may have been rooted in the unification of Mexico,
Vasconcelos' conception, in effect, was an act of indigenous erasure.
Regardless of the problems that are now apparent with La raza cósmica, Vasconcelos’s
thinking shaped the trajectory of Mexican architecture in the 1920s. His engagement with race
and nationalism influenced the development of a modern architecture that incorporated
historicist and racially charged symbolism to promote specific political and social goals.25 In
general, tuberculosis sanatoria were ideal places for architects to manifest their own beliefs about
history, modernity, health care, social reform, and race. Although the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche
(1919) and La Quinta de la Salud Ibérica (1918), were constructed shortly before Vasconcelos’
tenure as the Minister of Public Health, his ideas had been circulating in essays since the teens
with his early publications including: Pitágoras (Pythagoras), 1919 and El monismo
estético (Aesthetic Monism), 1919. These buildings are thus indicative of the links between
social reform, health care, race, and modernity that were beginning to manifest across postPorfirian Mexico.
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Sanatorium Design & Regional Modernism
Despite the varying social and political opinions that drove architectural design during
the twentieth century in Mexico, certain architectural features were essential to early sanatoria.
Before the spread of tuberculosis was understood on a scientific level, it was thought the cure for
the disease was exposure to fresh air and the sun. As such, the tuberculosis sanatorium was
designed as a building that would maximize access to both fresh air and sunlight. At its most
basic level, the tuberculosis sanatorium was a campus comprising multiple pavilion type
structures that were connected by open air walkways. This pavilion structure allowed patients to
be surrounded by fresh air and natural light, while having easy access to outdoor spaces for rest.
One of the earliest examples of such a facility was Dr. Auguste Rollier's Sun Cure clinic in
Leysin, Switzerland, which was opened in 1903 (fig. 1.3).26
Progressive architectural features that were made possible by the advent of reinforced
concrete, and considered to be "modernist” and eventually "international style,” such as flat
roofs, balconies, and garden spaces, were often included in sanatorium design for both functional
and symbolic purposes. Flat roofs allowed for the incorporation of rooftop gardens while
balconies and garden spaces allowed for increased outdoor rest area.27
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Architects did, however, take liberties in modifying these pre-international style design
elements in all building types to better meet specific ideological, political, and social agendas.
These architectural liberties resulted in the development of regional modernisms that sought to
push back against the cultural flattening and globalization that was associated with the
international style. Yucatecan architectural historian, Enrique Urzaiz Lares, explains the
development of Mexican regional modernism as, “architects [there] searching for an alternative
to the modernization and integration of the progressive world without abandoning their own
races, traditions, cultures, and histories.”28 In the case of Yucatán, architects found this variation
most commonly in both the region’s colonial and indigenous histories. The first, known as the
neocolonial, was used more broadly throughout Mexico as the entirety of the nation shared this
colonial past.29 The neomaya, in turn, was local version of the neoindigenous, which in the
capital, Mexico City, emphasized the architectural heritage of indigenous communities located in
the center of the country (the Teotihuacan, Mixteca, etc).30 Regardless of the local specificity of
these styles, the neomaya and neocolonial were tools that could inscribe historical and regional
specificity and contrast the international style. Moreover, they were used to promote
postrevolutionary Mexico’s competing social and racial ideologies. Both La Quinta de la Salud
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Ibérica and the Sanatario Rendón Peniche regionalize the sanatorium in attempt to promote
distinct views on both the history and future of Yucatán.

La Quinta de la Salud Ibérica (1918) & The Neocolonial
La Quinta de la Salud Ibérica, or La Ibérica, for short, is one of the first instances of
neocolonial architecture in the city of Mérida.31 (It is important to note that Manuel Amábilis’s
participation in this project was limited to technical design, and he did not have any involvement
with the neocolonial aspects of the project.) La Ibérica, was funded by the Beneficencia
Española, a charitable organization comprised of Spanish immigrants who lived in Yucatán.32
The organization aimed to increase access to modern healthcare throughout the region, and as
such, interacted directly with Yucatán’s underserved indigenous and mestizo communities. The
design of the hospital was indicative of the growing interest in the neocolonial as an architectural
tool that could, according to Vasconcelos, “materialize the mestizo synthesis . . . through a fusion
of the Spanish and the Indian.”33 While La Ibérica may have been funded by Spanish
immigrants, it exemplifies the neocolonial’s reinterpretation of Spanish styles, a paradox in an
independent, twentieth-century Mexico.34 Like other neocolonial structures of the time, La
31
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Ibérica reinforced cultural hegemony and racist ideologies that continued to exist within the
imaginations of Spanish immigrants and the Mexican population at large. These messages,
including that of modernity being rooted in Mexico’s hispanist past, were particularly potent
within the twentieth-century hospital—a space for physical and social transformation.
La Ibérica, like the generic tuberculosis sanatorium, was a campus that consisted of
several pavilions that were linked by open air walkways.35 The entrance to the campus is
indicated by a facade marked by a central, semicircular arch flanked on either side by two
smaller semicircular arches — common features of neocolonial architecture (fig. 1.4). The main
arch, which is decorated at its apex with the face of a Spanish lion, acts as the primary entryway.
It is framed by decorative cylindrical columns that sit atop pedestals. The facade of the entrance
is decorated with ornamental moldings and dentils. The cylindrical columns, ornamental
moldings, and dentils make direct reference to Spanish colonial architecture. The reference to the
Spanish does not stop with the design of architecture — sculptural lions standing atop pedestals
flank the entryway; a relief of the crest of Castilla y León crowns the central archway; and the
facade is painted in a bright yellow suggesting the brightly colored facades of Mérida’s colonial
architecture.36 These references to the Spanish are tempered by a crest depicting the Mexican
eagle on the upper left of the facade and the crest of Mérida on the right.
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The main entryway leads to a central plaza from which develops an East/West axis along
which the medical pavilions sit. In total, the campus contains three pavilions and a morgue.
These pavilions, too, are neocolonial in their design. Each one contains a porticoed entryway that
is enclosed by a series of semicircular arches supported by simple cylindrical columns.37 Like
the main entryway, the facades of the pavilions are painted in a bright yellow suggesting the
region’s colonial architecture (fig. 1.5). The overall plan of the sanatorium was functionally
strategic and sought to integrate interior and exterior spaces. The placement of each building
allowed for natural ventilation and ample sunlight.38 This plan followed that of the generic
tuberculosis sanatorium, which sought to incorporate sun and ventilation as a means to treat
patients. At the same time, the plan can be read as neocolonial in its integration of indoor and
outdoor spaces, a feature that was common in the region’s colonial architecture as exemplified in
Mérida’s Municipal Palace, constructed in 1734 (fig. 1.6). In addition, like the functionalist
architecture of the sanatorium, the inner courtyards of Mexican neocolonial buildings were also
seen as spaces of healthy living that would uplift and transform Mexico’s indigenous
population.39
It is important to iterate the importance of the neocolonial as the reinterpretation of the
colonial, which suggests the predominance of the colonial in this process of architectural
hybridization. The facade of the entryway is particularly indicative of this architectural hierarchy,
37
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as the crests, a colonial gesture in and of itself, provide a visual means through which this
hierarchy can be examined. The central and largest crest is that of Castilla y León. It is flanked
on either side by smaller Mexican and Yucatecan crests. This hierarchy of symbolism was not
only due to the fact that Spanish immigrants were the patrons of this facility. Mexican
neocolonial architecture was interpreted by Vasconcelos as, "representative of a Mexico which
had departed from barbarism,” with barbarism referring to the unreformed indigenous citizens.40
According to Ana Maria Alonso, the neocolonial, “award[ed] indigenous groups a secondary
place in the nation,” and, she continues, that, “linguistic hybridization, aesthetic mixing, and
cultural boundary crossing in Mexico and the Americas have coexisted with ethnoracial
inequality and are bound up with it.”41 If the neocolonial can be understood as reinforcing
hispanist hegemony, it is no wonder that a Spanish immigrant group adopted it as the style for
their sanatorium. The neocolonial sanatorium could function as an ideological tool to subjugate
and reform Mexico’s indigenous population into ‘modern and healthy’ citizens while reinforcing
the dominance of Spanish culture in the former colony.
The Beneficencia Española’s appropriation of the neocolonial illustrates the primary
problem with the style and the reason for its ultimate failure in the search for a Mexican, national
architecture. For believers in the neocolonial, including Vasconcelos, the style was seen as a
means through which Mexico could push back against the neoclassical architecture of the
Porfiriato and signal its status as an independent, revolutionary nation outside of its European
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counterparts. To signal this break with European architecture, and in attempt to legitimize the
nation, however, this faction of architects turned again to Europe, this time through the revival of
Spanish colonial architecture. In its return to the symbolism of the colonizing agent, the
Beneficencia Espanola’s use of the neocolonial suggests the irony of the neocolonial as a means
to depart from neoclassical and provide a distinctive Mexican identity. It reveals the troubled
aspects of the neocolonial’s pedestalization of Spanish culture, and of Mexico’s continued
reliance on European visual languages in its search for national identity.

Sanatorio Rendón Peniche (1919) & The Neomaya
The Sanatorio Rendón Peniche, constructed in 1919, a year after the La Quinta de la
Salud Ibérica, is Amábilis’s response to the neocolonial ideology of la Ibérica.42 In summoning
the neomaya, Amábilis sought to deconstruct the cultural hierarchy that was inherent in
neocolonial architecture and to accentuate Yucatán’s rich Maya culture. For Amábilis, Maya
culture did not require reformation or integration into a fifth, cosmic race. In fact, by reviving
and celebrating Maya culture in his architecture, he sought to make clear the inherent modernity
of Maya—demonstrating that it does not live in the past but remains a vital cultural force. In the
Sanatorio Rendón Peniche, Amábilis sought to redefine the sanatorium, a space that was coded
as integral in the physical and social transformation of working class indigenous and mestizo
Mexicans, into a facility that would reaffirm the importance and progressiveness of indigenous,
specifically Maya, culture. To redefine the sanatorium as a space that was specifically built for
Mérida’s indigenous and mestizo populations, Amábilis engaged Maya ornament in dialogue
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with neoclassicism and the functionalist plan of the sanatorium. The blending of Maya and
Greek ornament would signal the greatness of Maya civilization, while the structure’s modern
plan and materiality suggest the inherent modernity of the Maya, thus signaling the Maya as
integral to Mexico’s past, present, and future. At the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche, the Maya body
would not be westernized, classicized, or hispanicized (i.e. whitened). It would be affirmed and
celebrated as essential to Yucatecan and Mexican identity.
The Sanatorio Rendón Peniche was an ideal project through which Amábilis could
engage with Yucatán’s indigenous and mestizo working class. The sanatorium, which is located
in the Northwest area of Mérida's centro histórico across from the city’s central railway station,
was constructed to function as a hospital to serve railroad workers and their families. The project
was a political victory for the rail workers!$union and the socialist government of Salvador
Alvarado (1915-1918), who appointed Amábilis as director of public works in Yucatán. During
the short period of the Alvarado government, the state of Yucatán implemented some of Mexico’s
most progressive, socialist policies, which together have been described by historian Jorge
Quintana Navarrete as, “a project of incorporating subalternity as the basis of a stable hegemonic
order that promises a modern and just future.”43 For Alvarado, this subaltern class was primarily
defined by Yucatán’s Maya population who he saw as essential in the development of a
Yucatecan modernity. In his sanatorium architecture, Amábilis attempted to capture this same
sentiment through the embracing of working class, indigenous people in his neomaya design.
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The Sanatorio Rendón Peniche is possibly the oldest extant example of neomaya
architecture in the city of Mérida, and is one of Amábilis’s first projects that was completed in
the neomaya style.44 Like the generic tuberculosis sanatorium and La Ibérica, the Sanatorio
Rendón Peniche contains several pavilions on its campus. The campus is framed on all sides by a
massive wall, and is distinguished by a monumental main entryway, which faces Calle 55, that
provides a pronounced example of Amábilis’s neomaya architectural style (fig. 1.7). This
primary facade, which contains the main entrance to the facility, is symmetrical in its design and
combines various classical and neomaya motifs. This integration of classical and neomaya motifs
is indicative of one of Amábilis’ primary theories, which sought to prove the existence of
hereditary and cultural links between the Greeks and the Maya through architectural evidence.
In proving this hereditary and cultural connection, Amábilis could ground Mexico in a great
civilization that commensurates with ancient Greece.
In the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche the neomaya is primarily ornamental; however, it is not
merely pastiche. Amábilis engages neomaya ornament to confound architectural tropes that are
axiomatically interpreted as Greek as a means to challenge dominant cultural and architectural
hierarchies. In addition, by engaging legible Maya ornament on the functional plan of the
sanatorium, Amábilis creates an architecture of health that engages an indigenous vernacular to
signal that the facility is specifically for Yucatán’s Maya and mestizo communities.
Upon first view, the primary facade of the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche appears to replicate
the form of the Greek temple. The entirety of the structure's facade rests upon a massif that
recalls the stylobate and stereobate, and the top of the structure is crowned by a series of adapted
44
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triglyphs and metopes that appear to rest atop the capitals of Doric columns. In the center of this
facade, above the triglyphs and metopes, sits a stacked, rectangular pediment signaling the
primary entrance to the facility.
This Greek symbolism, however, is confounded by Maya shapes and ornament. An
ornamental wrought-iron gate that evokes the geometry of Maya art encloses the primary
entrance. The main entrance is flanked on either side by three equally spaced, wooden portals
that take the shape of the corbeled arch — a common feature in Maya architectural design as
seen in the Great Gate at Labná in southern Yucatán (fig. 1.8). Each of the portals is framed by a
figure-eight design that suggests the overlapping tails of the mythic feathered serpent with the
top of each portal marked by the serpent’s head (fig. 1.9). In addition to this distinctly Maya
symbolism, Amábilis inscribes Maya motifs onto the decidedly Greek elements mentioned
above. The capitals of the doric columns are ornamented with the same figure-eight design that
appears on the portals; the metopes contain geometric, floral decoration; and the pediment takes
the shape of a Maya stepped pyramid and is inscribed with a faux Maya type script evoking
pictographic language that reads “Sanatorio Rendón Peniche Año 1919.”
This elaborate entryway leads to a porticoed area that opens into a courtyard with a
fountain that is suggestive of the neoclassical and is not dissimilar to the outdoor space of La
Ibérica (fig. 1.10). The courtyard is surrounded on three sides by porticoes that act as covered
walkways and allow natural light to enter the building. This primary garden leads to a secondary
garden area that contains the sanatorium’s remaining pavilions (fig. 1.11). Like the primary
garden area, this space is marked by a fountain, lush vegetation, and colonnaded porticoes. The
interior facades repeat the blending of classical and Maya design motifs that are present on the
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primary facade—windows and doorways take the shape of the Maya corbel arches, while simple,
cylindrical columns support cornices, some with simplified series of triglyphs and metopes that
are evocative of the classical. While the interior facades maintain the neomaya program that
Amábilis set forth in the primary facade, the lack of spatial innovation signals that Amábilis’
neomaya was primarily decorative project. As mentioned previously, this is not to say that the
neomaya was not innovative; rather, it points to the idea that Amábilis used neomaya ornament
to speak to Mérida’s Maya population while integrating modern technology.
The sanatorium is composed of two primary orthogonal axes, one that runs East/West
along Calle 43 and another that runs perpendicular and leads to the hospital. Overall, the plan of
the Sanatario Rendón Peniche can be read as simple, functional, and reflective of the protomodern architecture that was developed for the tuberculosis sanatorium. The influence of the
modern, functionalist architecture is further exemplified by the building's reinforced concrete
roof. The primary material used in the building's construction, however, was limestone masonry.
The predominance of limestone masonry indicates two things. On the one hand, it borrows from
the accepted technology of Porfirian architecture. On the other hand, it pays homage to the Maya
who used limestone in many of their most illustrious cities and monuments, including at the
illustrious city of Chichén Itzá. Notably, this material syncretism was also present in the
neocolonial architecture of the time, which like Amábilis’ neomaya architecture, sought to meet
the aesthetic needs of the Mexican people while responding to technological advancement and
the requirements of the modern metropolis.45 The differentiating factor between these two
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architectural styles was the perceived roots of Mexican identity as is exemplified in their
dramatically diverging approach to ornament.
In integrating the neoclassical, neomaya, and the functional at the Sanatorio Rendón
Peniche, Amábilis proposed a new form of sanatorium architecture that spoke to Mérida’s
position as the hub of socialist activity among Maya descended peoples. Architectural historian
Urzaiz Lares deems the eclectic sanatorium as exemplary of the neomaya académico. For Urzaiz
Lares, the neomaya académico integrates the academic construction techniques and classical
design elements that were common during the Porfiriato and integrates them with neomaya
ornament. He continues, describing the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche as, “substituting only the
classical European elements with prehispanic elements.”46 While the sanatorium may be
reflective of an early iteration of Amábilis!s$neomaya architecture that relied on architectural
elements that were common during the Porfiriato, the sanatorium strategically integrates
academic, classical, and functional architectural motifs to reflect Amábilis!s$developing beliefs
on the importance of Maya culture and the power of neomaya architecture.
If Amábilis did allude to classical architecture and the Doric order specifically at the
sanatorium, he did not create a direct reproduction. Rather, Amábilis reinterpreted the Doric
order, simplifying it to incorporate geometric Maya ornament. In addition, the concept of the
neoclassical in this context is complex. The Maya, like the Greeks, used columns in their
architecture (see for instance the Thousand Columns at Chichén Itzá) as well as (fig. 1.12).
These similarities between Maya and Greek architecture were foundational to Amábilis’s
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architectural theory which, as mentioned above, sought to prove the existence of hereditary and
cultural link between the Greeks and the Maya.
In in 1956 book, La arquitectura precolombina de Mexico (Pre-columbian Architecture
in Mexico), Amábilis used architectural evidence in attempt to prove a shared lineage between
ancient Maya and classical European cultures. To do so, he specifically examined the geometries
of Maya buildings, and indicated that they, like classical Greek architecture, were founded upon
the theorem known in the West as Macody Lunds’s golden mean, a mathematical ratio (1:1.61)
that is commonly found in nature. With this, Amábilis concluded: “[T]he same geometric
compositional procedures that were used throughout the Eastern [orientales] and Western
[occidentales] art of antiquity, which were the same ones that the Toltecs [Maya] used … reveals
to us the common origin of all human knowledge that has flowered on earth.”47
Amábilis here was incorrect in his claim that the Toltecs, who he also erroneously
believed were the ancestors of the Maya, shared the same lineage as the Greeks. Nonetheless, his
theoretical premise as well as his blending of Greek and Maya architecture foregrounds the
cultural and technological prowess of the Maya civilization. This demonstration, especially
through his claiming of Greek design elements as Maya, promoted the idea that Mexico need not
rely on European and Classical heritage to legitimize itself. It had its own advanced heritage to
develop and build upon in its quest for modernity.
Amábilis further promoted this idea of Mexico’s indigenous culture as platform to build a
modern Mexican culture through an exploration of the Maya’s ability to abstract nature through
architecture. In La arquitectura precolombina de Mexico, he also suggests that both Maya and
47
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Greek civilizations, “exhibited the ability to interpret nature and the environment, as expressed
and materialized through the primitive hut without directly copying them in architecture.”48 To
prove this he traced the development of ancient Greek and Mexican primitive huts in attempt to
show that both civilizations employed and abstracted an ideal of typological structure throughout
their architectures. Because the Maya also exemplified this tendency toward the abstraction of
nature, Amábilis suggested that Mexican architects study ancient Mesoamerican architecture to
understand and respond the historical needs of their own people, rather than looking toward
Europe.49
Amábilis believed that a focus on European architecture—whether it was colonial or
functionalist—destroyed indigenous culture, did not respond to the needs of the Mexican people,
and resulted in the spiritual chaos and confusion that was manifested in the Mexican revolution.
This spiritual confusion according to Amábilis, “disrupted the internal harmony of man with that
of the Universe, and the knowledge of the true nexus that unites human with the rest of the world
as well as the use of this nexus in everyday activities.”50 To restore spiritual harmony and
effectively understand Mexico’s collective ideal, he argued that intellectuals, artists and
architects alike were obliged to study and imitate the traditions and forms of their own culture.
In short, Amábilis believed that the proliferation of traditional Mexican art forms would
raise class consciousness, to place in front of the people all of the social values, so that
by knowing what they are capable of doing they can rekindle within their soul, upon
conjuring its past greatness, the creative impulse characteristic of the Mexican race. . . .
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[By awakening it from] its long sleep, a resurgence of Mexican art, well adapted to our
present conditions, will take place.51
This last phrase “well adapted to our present conditions” refers to Amábilis’s belief in the power
of modern progress and technology, and his integration of so-called functionalist elements into
his design for the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche. For Amábilis, an ideal Mexican architecture would
embrace the advances of modern civilization, art, and philosophy while preserving and
perpetuating indigenous cultures. This combination, he believed, would resolve the spiritual
turmoil of the revolution and create harmony amongst Mexicans.52 The Sanatorium Rendón
Peniche was an ideal project in which Amábilis could blend the modern technology and design
of the sanatorium with an architectural lexicon that spoke to the indigenous working class and
remind them of their capabilities and of the great civilization of their ancestors. For Amábilis,
the neomaya was not only an architectural style, it was a way thinking and of interpreting the
modern world that deprioritized Europe and Western culture more generally. The neomaya gave
agency to an indigenous culture that was in danger of being subsumed by the rising tides of both
internationalism and a homogenizing nationalism that privileged Mexico’s Spanish heritage and
erased Maya specificity.

Conclusion
In the years immediately following the revolution, Mexican architects and intellectuals
sought to transform their society through an architecture that would shape the ideal Mexican
citizen. There was a lack of consensus, however, on what this national architecture and ideal
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citizen should be. These two sanatoriums in Merida, Mexico, La Quinta de la Salud Ibérica and
the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche embody how this ideological and architectural conflict manifested
in Yucatán. Both La Ibérica and the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche promoted specific architectural
and ideological beliefs through the sanatorium — a structure was coded as means of medical and
social intervention in the early twentieth century.
La Ibérica engaged an early iteration of the neocolonial architectural style that would be
later be popularized by the Mexican intellectual and civil servant, José Vasconcelos. This
neocolonial architecture purportedly highlighted the mestizo nature of Mexico’s population. It
sought to reinterpret Spanish colonial architecture through the incorporation of regional
architectural elements as a means to reflect Mexican cultural hybridity. This act of architectural
and societal integration, however, was also an act of indigenous erasure. It ultimately favored
Spanish culture and sought to integrate indigenous people from into a modern, European culture.
The Sanatorio Rendón Peniche was Manuel Amábilis’s response to the neocolonial
architecture of La Ibérica. The sanatorium engaged a neomaya architectural style to revive and
celebrate Maya culture rather than suppress it. Amábilis blended his emerging neomaya style
with neoclassicism and the architecture of the tuberculosis sanatorium to create an architectural
vocabulary that would speak to the indigenous and mestizo working class, reminding them of
their rich cultural legacy. The Sanatorio Rendón Peniche was not so much a space of social
transformation as it was a space for cultural revival.
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Chapter 2

INDIGENOUS MODERNITY AND THE MEXICAN PAVILION AT THE 1929 IBEROAMERICAN EXPOSITION IN SEVILLE

The design of Manuel Amábilis’s Mexican Pavilion for the Ibero-American Exposition of
1929 in Seville, which engaged architectural motifs from multiple Puuc-style Maya structures,
was embedded in debates related to national identity and the expression of a Mexican modernity
(figure 2.1). For his pavilion, Amábilis represented modern Mexico through the neomaya to
highlight the economic and cultural value of Mexico’s Maya population, counter the flattening
and symbolic use of indigenous culture, and push back against cultural narratives that
emphasized the importance of Mexico’s colonial past. His design, titled Itzá, referencing the late
classical Maya city of Chichén Itzá, was an amalgamation of various Maya monuments and
motifs.53 Reflective of a Yucatecan sense of regional pride, it also promoted a modern Mexico
that was rooted in its indigenous past. This chapter considers Amábilis’s use of the neomaya, a
regionally specific architecture, to evoke modernity and nationalism in the international world’s
fair context. To examine Amábilis’s neomaya pavilion, I consider Mexico’s historical
participation in World’s Fairs, the specific context of the Ibero-American Exposition of 1929,
and the complex exterior and interior design of Amábilis’s neomaya pavilion. Ultimately, I show
that Amábilis’s neomaya pavilion countered the colonialist, hispanist agenda of the IberoAmerican Exposition as well as the elitist, centrist discourse that had permeated the design of
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Mexico’s previous pavilions. In short, Amábilis’s 1929 pavilion was an ideological tool that
sought to express an indigenous, modern Mexico.

Mexico at the World’s Fairs (1889 and 1922)
World’s Fairs and Expositions played a variety of roles in the shaping of global society in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and were particularly important to newly independent
nations like Mexico. Historian Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo has argued that for a new country like
Mexico, participation in World's Fairs was a means through which the nation could establish
itself and participate within the “cosmopolitan concert of nations, to be one with the modern
community of values, beliefs, and concerns.”54 World’s Fairs provided an opportunity, however
brief it might have been, for international dialogue and the propagation of a strong, nationalist
image.
At the same, these fairs functioned as spaces that reinforced imperialism, colonialism,
and racial superiority. Although nations outside of the center could promote their commodities,
ideas, and cultures at the fair, their inclusion also functioned as a source of spectacle. This
subaltern spectacle was integral to the hegemonic aims of the World Fair. Zeynep Çelik and
Leila Kinney, authoritative voices on the cultural phenomenon of the World's Fair, explain:
The universal expositions of the nineteenth century were intended as microcosms that
would summarize the entire human experience - past and present, with projections into
the future. In their carefully articulated order, they also signified the dominant relations of
power. Ordering and categorization ranked, rationalized, and objectified different
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societies. The resulting hierarchy portrayed a world where races, sexes, and nations
occupied fixed places assigned to them by the exposition committees of host countries.55
While Çelik and Kinney refer specifically to nineteenth-century fairs held in Paris, the display of
power and creation of hierarchy that was determined by the (often European) host country
continued into the expositions of the twentieth century.

The 1889 Pavilion
Mexico began to participate actively in World's Fairs during the years of the Porfiriato
(1876-1911), the dictatorial regime of Porfirio Diaz, which marked the first period of relative
economic and political stability following Mexico’s independence from Spain in 1821. During
this time Mexico sought both to define itself as an independent and modern nation-state on the
international stage and to attract foreign investment in the nation’s economy. The pavilions
staged during the Porfiriato, particularly that of Paris 1889, were critical to the nation’s early
attempts to define itself as modern and instill international interest (fig. 2.2).56
Mexico’s Pavilion at the 1889 Fair in Paris, the nation’s first sanctioned pavilion, set the
standard for the Porfiriato’s participation in the World’s Fair. Mexican authorities called for the
1889 pavilion to be, “a building which at its sides and angles would characterize the architecture
of the most civilized races of Mexico, but which would distance itself from the dimensions of
ancient monuments that opposed modern necessities and taste.”57 The 1889 pavilion articulated
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this civilized image of Mexico in its symmetrical beaux art plan and its emphasis on the modern
materials of glass and iron. On top of these decidedly modern signifiers, historian Antonio
Peñafiel, who was charged with design of the pavilion placed a bricolage of indigenous
ornament. This ornament was meant to be indicative of the Aztec — the indigenous culture that
was adopted by the Porfiriato as Mexico’s official indigenous culture as a homogenizing tool that
was a part of a national narrative first presented in the 1884 text México a través los siglos
(Mexico through the Centuries).58 This indigenous ornament, then, did not oppose the European
modernity that the Porfiriato sought to realize. Instead it was synthesized in an official image of
Mexicaness to pander to the orientalist tone of the fair. At the same time, this ornament did not
detract from to the modern material and form of the structure, instead it exemplified the
trajectory of Mexico from a primitive indigenous no man’s land to a modern nation-state.
To create this innocuous form of neoindigenism, Peñafiel decorated the facade of the
pavilion with geometric motifs; engaged the caryatid as a means to incorporate caricatured
indigenous figures; placed Greco-Roman deceptions of Aztec gods in the exterior window bays;
and marked the entrance to of the pavilion with a circular Aztec calendar.59 It is of particular
note that the caricatured indigenous caryatids were literally supporting the structure, while the
classicized gods did not engaged in such a labor. This ornamental detail suggests the Diaz
regimes’ use of indigenous culture and labor to support the elite class. Luis Carranza suggests as
much in his description of Porfirian neoindigenous architecture:
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The Porfiriato, however, used the pre-hispanic style ideologically. Creating public
buildings or decorating public festivals in this style allowed the government and classes
in power to transform and mystify the style’s relations with the proletariat, whose ranks
were made up primarily of indigenous peoples. In their Porfirian reappropriation, prehispanic elements, empty of their original significance are produced as response to
superstructural change. In accordance with the historical moments and among other
functions [this appropriation] served to bring prestige to an elite in power. 60
In addition to pointing out the exploitative nature of the Porfirian use of the indigenous, Carranza
also suggests the emptiness of the facade's ornament. This critique was common amongst
contemporary critics who commented on that the amalgamation of styles that the pavilion
engaged as well as its inaccurately reflection of the architecture of the Americas.61 Archaeologist
Leopoldo Batres claimed that the Pavilion had, “fallen into an error of fantasy which happened
commonly when an attempt was made to reconstruct ill-studied and unknown architecture.”62
Architect, Francisco Rodriguez commented on the pavilion’s desire to be read as Aztec while the
architectural elements were “taken from [all] ancient civilizations without scruples, making them
function differently than originally and rationally intended.”63 This lack of interest in the
particularity of indigenous architectural motifs is indicative of the exploitative nature of its use as
a source of spectacle. In addition, it exemplifies the Porfirian tendency to flatten and
homogenize Mexico’s varied indigenous communities emphasizing their place within the
nation’s past.
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The interior of the 1889 pavilion also suggests the emptiness and exploitative nature of
this ornament (fig. 2.3). In its interior, the pavilion engaged a decorative program that was
exemplary of late nineteenth century modernism with multiple skylights emphasizing the iron
and glass materiality of the structure, a central staircase marking the ground floor, and marble
detailing was used throughout the interior. Besides the Mexican artifacts and products that were
exhibited (the fruit of indigenous labor) Mexico’s indigenous tradition was not expressed in the
interior architecture. Instead, the Porfirian government exhibited these artifacts as their own, thus
alienating the indigenous people from the products of their labor and also suggesting the archaic
nature of indigenous society and culture. The 1889 Pavilion was but one, albeit high profile, use
of Porfirian elite’s appropriation of neoindigenous architecture as a means to exploit Mexico’s
present indigenous population while also placing them within the nation’s past.64

The 1922 Pavilion
In 1922, Mexico participated in its first Fair following the revolution, which purportedly
broke with Porfirian ideals (fig. 2.4). This pavilion, like that of 1889, relied on both historical
revivalism and modern architectural technologies to signal a culturally discrete yet modern
nation. The political context in Mexico, however, had changed substantially. Since the 1889
Paris Fair, Mexico had emerged from the 1910 revolution and was attempting to redefine this
new iteration of the nation. Consequently, the appropriative neoindigenism that was popularized
by the Porfirian elites had been replaced by neocolonialism, a new architectural ideology that
aligned with this much changed nation. Rather than reviving indigenous motifs, Mexico chose to
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represent itself through the neocolonial because it broadcasted the fervent anti-Americanism that,
throughout Latin America, followed the Spanish-American War. In addition, it was well-suited
to the hispanist ideology that was being promoted by leading Mexican intellectual and
bureaucrat, José Vasconcelos.65
As Mexico’s minister of public education from 1921-1924, Vasconcelos capitalized upon
both his prominent position and the cultural and national uncertainty following the revolution to
promote an identity for Mexico that was based upon his idea of the La raza cósmica, which, as
previously discussed, advocated for the fusion of all cultures into a dominant fifth race.66 While
La raza cósmica advocated for the fusion of cultures, an essentially mestizo race, it was rooted in
a notion of hispanism that sought to transform and uplift Mexico’s indigenous population into
modern citizens. For Vasconcelos, Mexico’s modernism was rooted in its colonial, European
past—the moment that brought the region’s ancient cultures into contact with a “civilizing”
force. He saw architecture as a powerful tool for promoting this iteration of modernity because
of its dual cultural and social functions.67 As such, he became involved in the architectural
debates of the time and advocated for a hybrid yet primarily neocolonial architecture to visibly
manifest La raza cósmica.
Vasconcelos was selected by then President Álvaro Obregón, to lead Mexico’s delegation
at the Rio de Janeiro fair. In this role, Vasconcelos presided over the competition for the pavilion
that was to be constructed in his preferred neocolonial style. The winner, Carlos Obregón
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Santacilia, constructed a pavilion in a colonial baroque style that mimicked the new building for
the Ministry of Education, which was reflective of Vasconcelos’ own design preferences.68 The
resultant 1922 Pavilion recalled the architecture of a Spanish viceregal palace. The two-story
building took on a rectangular plan with a central courtyard, mimicking the palaces built in
eighteenth-century Mexico City. Its exterior was marked with a white, ornate portal carved in
the baroque style. The portal contained two distinct portions; the lower evoked the portal of a
Catholic Church with several niche sculptures framing the entrance; the upper section, contained
an enormous relief of the national coat of arms. According to architectural historian, Enrique X.
De Anda Alanís, “this recourse of substituting Christian symbols for civil values would later be
used on the facades of other such buildings [in the neocolonial style].”69 This central portal was
flanked on either side of be series of five semicircular arches also evocative of the neocolonial.
In addition, ornate columns crowned by niche sculptures marked the four corners of the structure
and wrought iron grates adorned the rectangular windows on the lower floor.70
While the 1889 and 1922 Pavilions appropriated vastly different cultures, their
similarities point to an underlying line of thought that took hold during the Porfiriato and
maintained throughout the postrevolutionary era — that Mexico’s modernism was rooted in its
Spanish past. Both pavilions sought to formulate a conception of Mexico that ultimately
excluded its indigenous population from their representations of a modern Mexico. The 1889
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pavilion engaged a neoindigenous ornamentation that was exploitative and sought to present the
indigenous as an archaeological artifact from the nation's past. The 1922 Pavilion, in turn,
reflected Vasconcelos’ aim to emphasize the dominance of hispanic culture. By engaging the
architecture of a viceregal palace, Vasconcelos and Obregón Santacilia obscured Mexico’s
indigenous heritage while creating an elitist vision of Mexico that excluded much of the nation's
middle and working class (i.e. mestizo and indigenous) populations. Through different avenues,
each pavilion advocated for an elitist and hispanicized modernity to legitimize Mexico on the
world stage.

Mexico and the Ibero-American Exposition in Seville 1929
The Ibero-American Exposition in Seville was, according to Tenorio-Trillo, “the stage for
the last act of the drama of imperial nostalgia and nationalism that characterized [Spanish
dictator Miguel Primo de Rivera’s era.”71 Spain’s desire to hold the Ibero-American Exposition
in 1929 was driven by a variety of factors.72 Most pressingly, the Exposition was seen as a
means to culturally and spiritually reconquer the Americas following Spain’s defeat in the 1898
Spanish-American War.73 This desire to stake a new claim to the Americas was tied to the
hispanist ideology that was being promoted by the dictatorial regime of Primo de Rivera
(1923-1930). Primo de Rivera’s hispanist ideology was concerned with proving the superiority of
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the hispanic race both in and beyond Spain through the creation of a “a new Spanish imaginary
around the (hispanic) race as the main identity element of the national spirit.”74 Thus, hispanism
became the main ideological axis of the Exposition of 1929.
This hispanist agenda was not discreet. In describing the Exposition, Spanish officials
openly described the Exposition using the metaphor of the madre piadosa (the pious mother)
who was being visited by her grown daughters (i.e. former colonies). In this construction, there
were no hard feelings between the motherland and her daughters; rather, they were united by the
hispanic spirit that they shared.75 This sentiment was further expressed in the catalog for the
Ibero-American Exposition which stated that:
Seville, center of centuries of Spanish Culture, has invited Portugal and the other
countries of North and South America, which owe their birth the intrepid spirit of Spain
early maritime adventures, to come and congratulate with the Mother of Nations the
progress made in their history, their art, and their cultural advancement.76
Many of the nations that participated in the fair adopted this idea of hispanism, as is evidenced in
the pavilions that represented Argentina, Chile, and Peru.77 Mexico was one of the few nations
that rejected this hispanist discourse, choosing to represent itself through a neoindigenous
architectural style.78
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Pavilion of Guatemala which was designed by the Spanish architect José Granados de la Vega also engaged a
neoindigenous style.
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The Design of Itzá
Amábilis’s design for the Mexican Pavilion at the 1929 Ibero-American Exposition
countered the elitism and hispanism that was apparent in the 1889 and 1922 pavilions by
engaging Maya and mestizo symbolism to propagate an image of Mexican modernity that was
grounded in the nation’s working class indigenous and mestizo communities. The design
program encompassed not only the exterior and interior of the building but also the surrounding
gardens. The Maya was heavily emphasized in the pavilion’s exterior, which alluded to the form
of the Maya Temple. In addition, the Maya and mestizo body were emphasized in both the
interior and exterior sculptural programs as well as in the stained-glass and murals that adorned
the pavilion’s interior. To realize his ambitious decorative program Amábilis collaborated with
sculptor, Leopoldo Tomassi López, and painter, Victor M. Reyes. Like Amábilis, both Lopez and
Reyes were Yucatecan, educated abroad, and knowledgeable of the history of Maya art and
architecture.79 To supplement the structure, Amábilis penned El Pabellón de México en la
Exposición Iberoamericana de Sevilla (The Mexican Pavilion at the Ibero-American Exposition
in Seville), to explain his motives for the extensive design program.
The exterior of Itzá was reflective of Amábilis’s modern interpretation of the Maya, and
relied on a collage of Maya architectural elements rather than the direct reinterpretation of a
particular ancient building. The Mayan architectural elements of the facade were primarily
derived from the Puuc region, which surrounds present day Mérida, and includes various
classical and late classical Mayan architectural sites including Uxmal, Kabah, Labná, Edzná, and
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Chichén Itzá.80 References to famous Maya structures including the Governor’s Place at Uxmal
and the Temple of the Three Lintels at Chichén Itzá can be seen in the form of pavilion, which
like Governor’s Place and the Temple of the Three Lintels was composed of two primary parts; a
simple, austere lower portion and an ornamental upper portion — a design phenomena that will
be discussed in more detail below (fig. 2.5).
In addition to the Maya, Amábilis was also interested in the Toltec civilization. He
erroneously believed that the Maya were descended from the Toltecs who were in turn descended
from the civilization of Atlantis from which the ancient Greeks were also descended.81 (This
theory that will be discussed in more depth in the proceeding pages.) As such, in his writings he
refers to Maya-Toltec architecture in describing the ancient architecture of the Yucatán peninsula.
A specific Toltec aesthetic is not directly referred to in the pavilion and this terminology serves
the ideologic purpose of linking the Maya with the Toltec, Atlantis, and Ancient Greece.
In El Pabellón de México en la Exposición Iberoamericana de Sevilla, Amábilis cites the
Governor’s Place at Uxmal, the Temple of the Three Lintels at Chichén Itzá, among other Puucstyle Maya structures as means to explore the tenants of Maya-Toltec architecture. Of particular
interested to him is the rootedness of Maya-Toltec architecture in the primitive hut. He defines
his ideal Maya-Toltec architecture in the following manner:
To finish defining the Toltec architectural arrangement, we will say that they always
kept, in the facades of their buildings, two very well-defined parts; the lower one always
smooth, which corresponded to the vertical walls of the hut and the upper one, always
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between two cornices, imitating with its neat decoration the dark light of the thatched
roof of the hut. 82
For Amábilis, the rhythm of the Maya-Toltec architecture was derived from the evolution of the
primitive hut into the large-scale temples and public buildings (fig. 2.6). As the Maya-Toltecs
increased the size of their buildings and temples, they were forced to modify the form of the
primitive hut. According to Amábilis, this abstraction created the architectural rhythm that
would transform the primitive hut into what he called an architectural art.83 Amábilis defines this
rhythm at its most basic level as, “a line that goes on to directly reproduce the profile of the
primitive hut.”84 While Amábilis, goes on to discuss this rhythm in more detail, his key point is
that by abstracting the primitive hut for large-scale structures, the Maya-Toltecs were able to
create a monumental architecture that was deeply connected to the origins of their civilization.
This connection was of particular importance to Amábilis who saw the ancient Greeks as the
only other civilization to modify their primitive dwellings to create a monumental, civilization
defining architecture. Amábilis cited this similarity between Greek and Maya architecture,
among others, to support a theory, based upon the work of W. Scott-Eliot, who claimed that both
the Toltecs and the Greek were descended from the ancient civilization of Atlantis. This theory
allowed Amábilis to link the Maya to the perceived superiority and modernity of ancient Greece,
and by extension ground Mexico in its own great civilization.
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This abstraction and rhythm, which was essential to Amábilis’s understanding of MayaToltec architecture, informed the design of the pavilion. The exterior of the building exemplifies
Amábilis’s definition of Maya-Toltec architecture as having two distinct parts: the lower portion
of the building that is always smooth and corresponds to the vertical walls of the hut and the
decorative upper portion that imitates the thatched roof. The primary facade of the building
reflects this bipartite design, with a smooth, vertical wall for the first story and , a second story
with abstracted columnar forms suggesting the thatched roof of the primitive hut. This motif
appears in the three temple-like structures that crown the top of the pavilion as well (fig. 2.7).
By placing the three temples on top of the building, Amábilis articulates the kind of architectural
rhythm that he believed to have derived from the primitive hut. At the same time, he alludes to
the monumental structures of ancient Maya civilization that placed hut-like temples atop massive
platformed bases as in seen in the Temple of Kulkán (also known as El Castillo) at Chichén Itzá
(fig. 2.8).
In addition to alluding to the primitive hut in the exterior design of the pavilion, Amábilis
engaged various sculptural motifs that directly recall the Maya. The entryway to the pavilion, for
instance, is framed by two great feathered serpents, recalling those that marked the entrances of
various Maya buildings including the The Temple of the Jaguars and The Temple of the Warrior
at Chichén Itzá (fig. 2.9 and 2.10).85 In addition, the facade of the pavilion contains variations of
Chac Mool, a reclining sculptural figure associated with sacrifice and offerings that was also
common in Maya architecture (see fig. 2.7). References to the Maya continue with rectangular
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concrete stelae that mark the front garden of the pavilion and exhibit representations of young,
strong, male figures engaging with modern technologies. The stelae mimic the rectangular
columnar monuments that were common in the ancient Maya world, which often included relief
sculptures of male figures — likely warriors and kings (fig. 2.11). In including these stelae
Amábilis is able to suggest a modern iteration of the strong Mayan male (fig. 2.12).
The multitude of references to the Maya are coupled with specific references to Mexico,
rooting the pavilion in a nationalist discourse that challenged the prevailing hispanist theme of
the fair. Above the main entrance of the pavilion is a large relief sculpture depicting the Mexican
eagle, and above that is a relief that reads “MEXICO” (fig. 2.13). At the top of this front facade
is another relief sculpture depicting five proportional, idealized figures — the three central
figures are nude with the exception of indigenous seeming headdresses, the figure on the far left
appears to be a Tehuana in the traditional huipil (blouse), falda (skirt), and resplandor
(headdress), and the figure on the far right appears to be a Yucateca dressed in the Maya terno
(three-piece dress).86 The sculptural bodies appear to be Greco-Roman in their perfect forms and
divine gazes, but the headdresses and costume that they don emphasize their rootedness in
indigenous culture.
Here again, Amábilis draws a connection between the Maya and Greek—confounding
the two to give power to the Maya body. In his book Amábilis claims: “the group symbolizes
today’s Mexico emerging from a remote past that encompasses it, Mexico, a nation of Western
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civilization, actually arises to meet the modern day as in the symbolic sculpture; that is,
surrounded by Toltec rhythms.”87 In this statement, Amábilis emphasizes Mexico as Western
(i.e. modern) in its own right as he visually indicates in the relief sculpture. His comment on
Mexico’s emergence from the remote past perhaps suggests the obfuscation of the Maya past and
the lost history of their connection to Atlantis (i.e. Ancient Greece). In illuminating the greatness
of Maya civilization, the Maya (and Mexico) is able to craft a modernity that meets the needs of
its people. The relief sculpture, then, is a microcosm of the pavilion at large. It redefines the
Maya as an illustrious ancient civilization that is essential to modern Mexico.
Amábilis’s Maya-Mexican nationalism is complicated by two inscriptions on the primary
facade of the pavilion. Vasconcelos’ dictum, “Por mi raza hablará el espíritu” (The spirit will
speak through my race) is inscribed on the frieze of the pavilion, merging Amábilis’s indigenism
with Vasconcelos’ hispanism.88 While this dictum tied Amábilis’s pavilion to Vasconelos’s
ideological program, it was transformed through its inclusion in his neomaya design program. In
the case of Amábilis’s pavilion, the race through which the Mexican spirit speaks, is not the
hispanist raza cósmica, it is the indigenous and specifically Maya-Toltec spirit. The second
confounding inscription that can be found within the pavilion is that on the Jamb of Race, which
reads, “Mother Spain: because in my fields you lit the light of culture and in my soul the
devotional lamp of your spirit, now my fields and heart have flowered.”89 The most likely
explanation for this inscription is the need for Mexico to participate, in some way, in the
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hispanist ideological program that Spain put forth in this exhibition. After all, Mexico was not
only a guest of Spain at the fair, but it was attempting to better its international reputation.
The plan of the pavilion further evidence Amábilis’s incorporation of the Maya and the
modern. Itzá consisted of two concentric squares with symmetrical wings that jutted out from
this central point at forty-five degrees angles, resulting in a Greek cruciform plan floor-plan that
was common to the art-deco architectural style of the time (fig. 2.14). Art Deco influence can
also be read in the pavilion’s facade with its rectangular, geometric windows and doorways
arranged precisely around ornamental elements. Ideologically, Art Deco has been suggested by
art historian Richard Streiner to be “in a middle range between polarized tendencies” with these
tendencies referring to traditionalism and high modernism.90 In the case of Amábilis, these
polarized tendencies can be read as Maya traditionalism and the modern nation of Mexico.
Art Deco architecture and design was prevalent in Mexico during this time because of its
ability to signal both Mexican and pan-American iterations of modernity through the
incorporation of regionally-specific architectural ornament.91 Due to its ability to synthesize
Western affluence and mexicanidad (Mexicaness), in addition to its supposed American origins,
Art Deco was viewed by Mexicans as more justifiably their own. Although Art Deco was
popularized at the Paris Exposition of 1925, it was quickly adopted and transformed in the
United States. Enrique X. De Anda Alanís argues that the Art Deco motifs originated in the
United States were more important to Mexico than those developed in Paris because of its
proximity to the middle class through its incorporation into furniture, clothing and make-up, and
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its gradual displacement of Europe (Paris) as the cultural capital in favor of America (New
York).92 Thus, Art Deco become symbolic of both a middle class and pan-American form of
modernity that felt more distinctly Mexican than those iterations imported from Europe.
Moreover, the Art Deco style was particularly well suited to indigenous iterations of modernity
in its engagement of geometric, block-like, yet streamlined forms—derived from the then
nascent cubist movement—that mimicked the shapes engaged in indigenous art and architecture.
Amábilis capitalized on the closeness between Art Deco and Maya geometries in his neomaya
architecture to give Maya culture a leading role in the formation of a Mexican and pan-American
modernity.
The use of concrete as the pavilion’s primary material also signals its modern tendencies.
In her examination of Mexican cosmopolitanism, María Fernández comments on the importance
of materiality in the architecture of this period: “Materials and technologies had significant
functions in the architecture during this period … [they were] as important as style and
decoration.”93 This use of concrete was significant in that it commented on Mexico's
technological development. It also functioned to signal a break from the architecture of the
Porfiriato, which relied primarily on steel and glass.
Amábilis's use of concrete, which was gaining popularity as the material that could signal
a postrevolutionary Mexican modernity, was distinct.94 He transformed the material into a
modern expression of the Maya. The concrete was painted a bright yellow color that was meant
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to mimic the once colorful facades of monumental Maya architecture, and as discussed above the
building was covered in sculptural decoration. While Amábilis may have disguised the
materiality of concrete with color and sculpture, he capitalized on the technological advances
that were made possible by concrete.95 The use of concrete allowed for the construction of an
open vault system that Amábilis used to mimic the vaults of Maya architecture in the pavilion’s
interior (fig. 2.15).
The interior of the pavilion, which was decorated primarily by Tommasi and Reyes,
accentuated Amábilis’s modern neomaya exterior by depicting the modern Mexican, the
descendants of Mexico’s indigenous heritage. The interior was marked by colorful murals,
stained-glass windows, bas reliefs, and furniture that evoked not only the Maya but also the
breadth of Mexico’s varied indigenous past, referencing the Tehuana and Nahua as well. The
inclusionary rhetoric of the interior can be seen in its depictions of various iterations of the
Mexican, particularly the mestizo. In addition to depicting the mestizo body, the interior of the
pavilion prioritized depictions of the indigenous and mestizo laborers cultivating natural
resources in its stained-glass windows and murals indicating their essential contributions to the
formation of modern Mexico.
The geometric and colorful stained-glass windows that decorated the corbel vaulted
upper level of the pavilion displayed Mexico’s natural resources and tropical beauty and include:
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El Papagayo, El Plátano, El Maíz, and La Palmera (The Parrot, The Banana, The Corn, and The
Palm Tree (fig. 2.16). These tropical motifs were appropriate for a World’s Fair pavilion, which
sought to highlight the natural resources of its country and create economic interest. In addition
to featuring the nation’s natural resources, Amábilis, Reyes, and Tomassi depicted the laborers,
including Los Mineros (the miners) and Los Agricultores (the farmers), who harvested these
natural resources in other stained-glass windows (fig. 2.17). In addition, the upper level of the
pavilion was also marked by paintings depicting the people that made the cultivation of these
natural resources possible. These paintings include; Las Tehuanas, which depicts a Tehuana
woman in the traditional ornate, embroidered, skirt and blouse ensemble of the Tehuantepec
region; Las Yucatecas, which depicts a Yucatecan women in the traditional three-piece Maya
terno; as well as depictions of local craft such as Los Alfareros (the potters) and Los Tejedores
(the weavers).96
The primary stairway of the pavilion contained mural paintings by Reyes that continue
this celebration of Mexico’s indigenous roots (fig. 2.18). Each panel depicts daily life in various
regions of the county through scenes of both labor and culture.97 98 One section of the mural is
centered around an image of a Yucateca woman while another portion is centered around the
image of Yucateca man. The mural contains a series of depictions of men and women engaged in
various quotidian tasks including both labor and cultural celebrations. For example, one panel
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depicts a man farming, another depicts a woman making pottery, and yet another depicts a
ceremonial scene with a man kneeling, perhaps making some sort of offering. Amábilis describes
the mural in following terms:
and the painter of the Mexican pavilion in Seville, encouraged by the same ideal, has
wanted to expose some charming aspects of the ignored, of the humble activities of the
workers of the country and of the city; because in the busy life of that our people
palpitates the sediment of ancestral art that lavishes its jewels in the homes, in the
markets, in the fairs of the workers, in their costumes and customs; because the true
artistic genius of the race, with all the other potentialities that made our grandparents the
first civilizers of America, has taken refuge in our popular soul, where the whole future
of our people is also latent.99
For Amábilis, the future of a modern Mexico lay within its indigenous past, which continued to
provide the nation’s economic and cultural engines.
The theme of indigeneity and the mestizo appear again in the interior bas reliefs, which
Amábilis termed jambas (jambs).100 Two out of four jambs, Guerros (Warriors) and Jamba de la
Fusión de las Razas (Jamb of the Fusion of Races) explicitly addressed racial miscegenation and
the formation of the mestizo (fig. 2.19). The jamb entitled Guerreros depicts indigenous and
Spanish warriors because according to Amábilis,“both have built our nation,” an unavoidable
historical fact in line with the goals of the Spanish host. 101 In addition, Jamba de la Fusión de
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las Razas depicts Cortés, Doña Marina (La Malinche), and the first mestizo child.102 Amábilis
describes this jamb as a representation of historical transcendence, the key moment that resulted
in the formation of the mestizo.103
The content of the jambs, which engages with the influence of the colonial period, thus
may seem to counter the pro-indigenous ideological program that Amábilis envisioned for his
pavilion. In fact, because of the jambs amongst other mestizo-oriented design aspects of the
interior, some scholars including Amparo Graciani García have argued that the pavilion took two
distinct approaches to race, which are seen in the exterior and interiors of the building.
According to Graciani García, Amábilis’s exterior emphasized neoindigenous architecture and
was based in his hypothesis on the Maya-Toltec race. The Tommasi and Reyes interior
showcased the racial miscegenation that was promoted in Vasconcelos’ La raza cósmica.104
This interpretation of the pavilion, however, relies on a myopic view of Amábilis’s neomaya
architecture. Amábilis’s neomaya architecture and ideology did not exclude the reality of
Mexico’s mestizo population or its origins. Instead it focused on celebrating the indigenous
origin of the mestizo population, putting in direct opposition to Vasconcelos’ La raza cósmica,
which sought to uplift and hispanicize (i.e. whiten) Mexico’s indigenous population. For
Amábilis, Mexico’s indigenous population, culture, and spirit did not need to be hispanized or
uplifted. He instead revived the symbols of Mexico's indigenous past as mean to reestablish the
102
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nation’s living indigenous present which he saw as essential to creation of a modern, Mexican
future. Ultimately, I believe that the difference in the interior and exterior design programs
suggests a temporal shift. The sculptural, neomaya exterior depicted emphasized the greatness of
ancient Maya civilization, thus grounding Mexico in an ancient history that was akin to Ancient
Greece. Through its depiction of contemporary mestizo and indigenous labor and culture, the
interior suggests their continued presence and importance in cultivating the resources that
Mexico exhibited at the Exposition. Without these people, a modern Mexico would not be
possible.
This temporal reading precipitates in one final question. Why the neomaya? Why did
Amábilis rely upon neomaya monumental architecture for the exterior of the pavilion, while the
interior expresses the cultural plurality of the present day nation of Mexico? Arguably,
Amábilis’s engagement with the neomaya and his own theories on Maya culture make clear that,
to his mind, the neomaya was fundamental in the creation of a present day anti-centrist and antielitist architecture.105 At the Mexican Pavilion at the 1889 World Exposition in Paris,
neoindigenous and specifically neo-Aztec architecture was engaged by the Porfiriato in service
of its own appropriative agenda, merely as symbol of distinction from European and Anglo
American culture. Amábilis’s engagement with the neomaya put his pavilion at odds with this
perspective. In the exterior, he engaged specific and ideologically charged Maya ornament as a
means to signal the greatness of ancient Maya civilization, countering the bricolage of
indigenous ornament that defined the 1889 exterior. Perhaps more pressingly, Amábilis’s interior
utilized images of the present, active Maya (indigenous and mestizo) body to indicate the role
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that these communities played in the formation of a modern Mexico. The Porfirian pavilion did
not suggest the value of indigenous labor and alienated the indigenous bodies from the Mexican
artifacts and goods that were exhibited in the pavilion’s interior. In his engagement of the Maya
past and present, Amábilis represented Mexico’s Maya, mestizo, and indigenous communities as
vital, while renouncing Porfirian elitism and indigenous appropriation. Furthermore, the Aztec
are almost exclusively the indigenous group referenced when considering Mexico’s preColumbian past, especially as symbolically valued by Mexican governments (throughout the
twentieth century). This elision of Mexico’s varied indigenous culture stems from the Aztec
presence in the geographical, cultural, and political center of the modern Mexican nation. The
capital of the Aztec world, Tenochtitlan, was in the same location as Mexico City, where its
history remains every present. Amábilis’s engagement with the neomaya rejects Mexico City as
the center of the nation’s culture and shifts attention to its periphery, suggesting the breadth of
the nation’s indigenous culture. In addition, by emphasizing the Maya, Amábilis makes visible
the state of Yucatán and its progressive policies that exemplify the politics of an indigenous, in
this case Maya, modernity. Ultimately, by shifting attention to the periphery of the nation, and
specifically to Yucatán, Amábilis put focus on the often-invisible working class indigenous and
mestizo Mexican citizens who existed and whose labor made a modern Mexico possible. This
shift to the indigenous periphery also allowed Amábilis to create a dialogue directly with
Vasconcelos and counter his redemptive belief in a hispanicized modern Mexico. Through the
neomaya, Amábilis created a vision of an indigenous modernity.
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Conclusion
Amábilis’s Pavilion for the 1929 Ibero-American Exposition in Seville was an act of
transgression in both the context of the Exposition and in Mexico’s history of national
representation. At the 1929 Ibero-American Exposition, Itzá suggested an alternative reality to
the global hispanism that promoted by the Exposition’s organizers. The pavilion did not
participate in what Luis Carranza has called “the typical objectification and stereotyping of
cultures common to international exhibitions,” that sought only to express the nation as exotic
and rich in natural resources.106 Instead Amábilis’s pavilion provided a close study of Mexico’s
indigenous past and its mestizo present, suggesting an image of a modern and anticolonial
Mexican nation that was rooted in indigeneity. By representing Mexico through its indigenous
heritage in the colonialist and racially charged environment created by the Exposition in Seville,
Amábilis’s pavilion pushed back against the narrative that Mexican culture was solely the
product of its colonial past.
At the same time, Amábilis's pavilion signaled an ideological rupture from the Porfirian
and Vasconcelian pavilions that preceded it. Before Amábilis, Mexican pavilions relied on
empty indigenous appropriation or neocolonial architecture to signal its modernity, a modernity
that was ultimately rooted in a hispanist agenda of indigenous control and erasure. Rather than
minimizing Mexico’s indigenous heritage, Amábilis sought to highlight its economic and social
power. For him, Mexico 's indigenous past was hand in hand with its modern future.
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Chapter 3

PARQUE DE LAS AMÉRICAS: The Healthy Maya Mind, Body, and Spirit

Parks and spaces of recreation played an important role in the formation of the
postrevolutionary body in Mexico. They were seen as spaces that could manifest a new, social
modernity and were testaments to the progress the nation had made since the armed phase of
civil war ended in 1920.107 Because of the importance of these structures in the
postrevolutionary imagination, various architects were engaged to design stadiums, parks, and
other spaces for public gathering throughout the nation. The architectural design of these
physical culture structures, as was common in this era, was rooted in specific political, social,
and racial agendas that reflected debates surrounding the nation’s future. Manuel Amábilis
participated in this dialogue with the construction of Parque de las Américas (Park of the
Americas), which was constructed in collaboration with son, Max Amábilis, between 1943 and
1945 in their home city of Mérida, Yucatán (fig. 3.1).108 Parque de las Américas was a physical
manifestation of Amábilis’s neomaya ideology and sought to reinforce the Maya conception of
the healthy body and spirit. Through its symbolic potential as well as its function as a space for
outdoor recreation, the park would precipitate Amábilis’ mystical ideal, which emphasized the
connection between humanity and nature as means to engender an ideal indigenous citizenry fit
for a socialist society that would lead to the ultimate redemption of the Mexican people.
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This chapter considers Amábilis’s Parque de las Américas in the context of two
postrevolutionary stadiums: The National Stadium (1924) and the Jalapa Stadium (1925) (fig. 3.2
and 3.3). These stadiums sought to evoke an image of the healthy body and a modern Mexican
that was rooted in Western ideals that both directly and indirectly advocated for the erasure
(assimilation) of an indigenous Mexico — ideals that were closely linked to Porfirian Mexico
and were supposedly dispelled following the revolution. I place Parque de las Américas in
dialogue with these structures to achieve the following: first, to emphasize their reliance on a
vision of Westernized modernity that reinforced racist indigenous stereotypes; and second, to
posit Amábilis’ park as an example of a revolutionary modern architecture that visualized Maya
tradition and belief systems to prove the important position of the Maya within modernity. In its
symbolic engagement with the Maya spiritual connection to nature and as a space where this
connection was reinforced, Parque de las Américas evoked the indigenous healthy body and
imagined an indigenous modern Mexico.

Sport and Spaces of Recreation in Postrevolutionary Mexico
The rebuilding period following the Mexican Revolution was defined by a desire for the
formation of a new, modern nation. During this time in Mexico, as elsewhere, modernization was
closely linked to the formation of the healthy body, which would in turn manifest in a modern,
healthy nation.109 This discourse was rooted in the then popular notion of Lamarckism that
connected the evolution of the individual to the evolution of the species at large. Sport was seen
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as an ideological and political tool that would create a strong, disciplined individual body that
would in turn precipitate in a strong, disciplined nation. Consequently, the postrevolutionary
Mexican government promoted sport as a means to manifest a new, modern nation.110 Officials
saw stadiums, parks, and other spaces of recreation as powerful tools for showcasing that healthy
nation, and significant sums of money were invested in the constructions of such spaces.
The official rhetoric surrounding sport was medicalized and emphasized its ability to
eradicate disease and improve hygiene. As such, sport was seen as a tool that could transform
and cure the working class indigenous population, which was seen as being inflicted with both
moral and physical diseases, such as alcoholism, tuberculosis, and venereal disease.111 Monserrat
Sánchez Soler and Dafne Cruz Porchini explain this phenomenon, “Physical exercise and fresh
air — and especially the receiving of sunlight — brought about a sense of regeneration that
affected the mental, physical, and moral health of the student."112 While Soler and Porchini refer
to a study conducted with students, the physical and mental benefits of exercise, fresh air, and
sunlight, all of which could be obtained through participation in sport, were thought the benefit
all social groups. Because of the potential for social transformation through athletics, the
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postrevolutionary government adopted sport as a means to reform the working class into a
healthy, modern body.
In addition to functioning as a means to improve health, sport was seen as a remedy for
violence and vices — afflictions that were specifically associated with working class indigenous
people. In Horizonte, a magazine published between April 1926 and May 1927 by the
Estridentista group in conjunction with the Veracruz state government, the lawyer and writer
Celestino Herrera Frimont commented upon sport’s ability to remedy violence, “the practice of
sports according to the opinion of illustrious philosophers is nothing but an imitation of the fight,
or the use of a surplus of energies according to physiologists. Sport is an organized and regulated
game that allows the use of these energies and the channeling of these instincts.”113 In this
comment, while not explicitly referring to indigenous people, Herrera invokes them. Indigenous
people were often stereotyped as primitive and violent people because of the mythic violence
that surrounds their histories as well as the legacy of colonialism at large. In another article,
Herrera explicitly refers to the transformation of the indigenous body through sport saying that
the “harmonic development of mental and physical strength” of the working-class indigenous
population ought to replace destructive vices (gambling and drinking pulque, a fermented
beverage made from the maguey plant) with physical activity.114
Both the official government rhetoric as well as the public discourse at the time suggested
that sport could effectively transform the body. While not always explicitly referring to the
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transformation of the indigenous body, contextual suggestions identify indigenous people as the
primary subjects of this patriarchal social reform effort.115 The indigenous body was not
perceived as modern and sport would function as the means for corporeal transformation. This
large scale social reform could usher Mexico into a modern age by eradicating the primitivity of
the indigenous body while increasing the productivity among the working class.

The Architecture of Sports & Recreation
The subtle (and not so subtle) anti-indigenous rhetoric that was promoted through
Mexican sports propaganda was often reflected in the architecture of stadiums and other spaces
for sports and recreation. One of the most prominent stadium projects of the postrevolutionary
period was Mexico’s National Stadium (1924-1949), which has been described by Diana
DiBruolo as a physical manifestation of the third stage of José Vasconcelos’s Cosmic Race, the
apex in the creation of a new mestizo race. The stadium was commissioned by Vasconcelos as
part of his reforms as minister of public education and was designed by José Villagrán García in
a neoclassical style that also, in its resemblance to a bullfighting arena, evoked the neocolonial.
According to Vasconcelos, the plan was inspired by ancient Greek theaters and like the
traditional forum, it took the shape of a horseshoe that opened at the back (fig. 3.4). The primary
facade, which engaged brick in place of reinforced concrete and multiple levels of hemispherical
arches, exemplified the neocolonial style, Vasconcelos’s preferred architecture for visualizing La
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raza cósmica.116. The primary entrance, a massive semicircular archway, was flanked on either
side by two figures symbolic of “Will” and “Experience” which were painted by Diego Rivera at
the request of Vasconcelos. For Vasconcelos, these attributes defined the ideal Mexican race. In
addition to these figures, in the upper corners of the primary facade, Rivera painted a sun and the
Seal of Solomon. The sun, which Rivera painted in a neoindigenous style, signaled the inclusion
of Mexico’s indigenous population in this social renovation, while the Seal of Solomon was
meant to evoke the structure’s purpose as a space of physical and spiritual environment.117
Vasconcelos’ slogan for the stadium, which suggested the attributes that would define La raza
cósmica, “Cheerful,Wise, and Strong Race!” was inscribed above the principal doorway.118
This racialized discourse was promoted in the intended purpose of the stadium, imagined
as a space for collectivity, music, and dance that would prepare the population for meditations on
the position of the self within society. These activities would affirm virtuous behavior while
repressing indecency and gluttony, resulting in the physical and spiritual renovation required for
the manifestation of the third stage in the development of La raza cósmica.119 In the third phase
of La raza cósmica, Mexico’s citizenry would become grounded in aesthetics and emotion
rather than reason, which would give way to an aesthetics-based eugenics that would be
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“infinitely superior to those of a eugenics based in scientific reason.”120 Sport, as well as
participation in collective, cultural activities, would help facilitate this aesthetics-based eugenics
in their abilities to manifest physically beautifully forms and, in turn, cater to Mexico’s inherent
creative impulses. Thus, sport and other such collective activities would result in the eradication
of ugliness, and its root causes including “poverty, deficient education … wretchedness.”121
Ugliness for Vasconcelos signified the indigenous citizens of Mexico, who were often the
victims of poverty and poor education. The erasure of the indigenous body is explicitly
mentioned by Vasconcelos in the La raza cósmica: “The Indian, by grafting onto the related
race, would take the jump of millions of years that separate [him] from our times.”122 The
National Stadium, as a space of mass gathering and recreation, was a tool that could prepare the
Mexican mind and body, subjecting them to this aesthetics-based eugenics that would improve
upon indigeneity and create a “Cheerful, Wise, and Strong Race” that was free from poverty,
ignorance, and physical wretchedness.
The Jalapa Stadium provides a regional example of the ideological programs that were
propagated by the stadiums in postrevolutionary Mexico. Located in Jalapa, the capital of
Veracruz, the stadium was designed by engineer Modesto C. Rolland, under the direction of
Heriberto Jara, Veracruz’s revolutionary governor from 1924-1927. The stadium was a platform
through which Jara could showcase the modern, utopian Veracruz that he hoped to build.123 The
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stadium was to be a part of a larger complex that Rolland described as a “scholastic city” that
would be “new, clean, happy, and comfortable,” and “conducive to developing well-rounded
citizens.”124
The architecture of the stadium reflected an interest in a utopian, high modernism and
synthesized functionalist design with the plan of Greco-Roman amphitheater. Reinforced
concrete columns were integrated into the site in a hemicyclical form creating the stadium’s
field. Massive, concrete, mushroom columns line the periphery of the arched portion of the
stadium, supporting a cantilevered roof that covers a portion of the seating (fig. 3.5). The end of
the field is marked by a ceremonial colonnade that relies heavily on neoclassicism and includes
sculptures of Mexican revolutionaries depicted as Greco-Roman athletes as well as relief
sculptures of armed horseman reminiscent of the Parthenon frieze (fig. 3.6).
The public discourse surrounding the stadium was particularly concerned with the
healthy nation. Performances included “gymnastic displays, precise marching formations, human
and equestrian pyramids, flag exercises, arms maneuvers, a game of balón (consisting of two
teams pushing a gigantic ball), and carreras romanas (relay races)” to portray an ideal physicality
that was both modern and classical (fig. 3.7).125 These performances encouraged the citizens of
Jalapa to work toward a physical and mental ideal that was represented both in these
performances and in the architecture of the stadium.126 The stadium was celebrated among the
community of Jalapa and was particularly praised by the Estridentista group who wrote on the
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stadium in their publication Horizonte, which in many ways functioned as a mouthpiece for
Jara’s revolutionary ideals.127
In 1926, a year after the stadium 's inauguration, Herrera Frimont described it as “a true
monument of beauty, that lays the foundation stone of another great monument: the moral and
physical reconstruction of our race.”128 While the public discourse promoted by Jara did not
attempt to portray specific racialized ideals, Herrera’s quote is a reminder of the inherent
connection between the healthy body/nation and race at this time. The claim that the stadium
could facilitate a moral and physical reconstruction suggests that the surrounding community
itself was in need of such reconstruction. The functionalist yet neoclassical design of the
architecture, and notably, the depictions of Mexican revolutionaries as Greco-Roman athletes,
advocated for physical and social reformation that replicates Western ideals of the body and
society, similar to that idealized by Vasconcelos in La raza cósmica.
Both the National Stadium and the Jalapa Stadium exemplify the role that stadiums
played in the postrevolutionary imagination as well as the racialized ideologies that were
embedded within stadium architecture. Each stadium encouraged the development of a healthy
modern body that would actively participate in modernity. While there were variances in what
this healthy, modern should be and in the nationalist ideologies that were being promoted in
these spaces, both advocated for a modernity that was primarily based in Western, capitalist
ideals that excluded indigeneity.
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Parque de las Américas
Located in Mérida, Yucatán, Amábilis’s Parque de las Américas (1943-1945), was rooted in
a pro-indigenous ideology that sought to symbolically and physically engage with the presentday Maya population. This population and its cultural values, according to Amábilis, was
essential to the monetary and cultural economy of Yucatan and thus was essential to the state’s
modernity. To represent these notions, Amábilis engaged Maya architectural motifs, symbols,
and depictions of the Maya body, combining them with a modern, functionalist building
technology to create an idiosyncratic architecture that would visualize and manifest a modernity
that was aware of and extolled indigenous contribution. Through the understanding and revival
of indigenous motifs, Amábilis argued at the November 1933 Conference for the Society of
Mexican Architects, architecture could “respond to the historical needs of the Mexican people
through modern means.”129 Amábilis rooted these historical needs in the indigenous reverence
for nature and connection of the human body to the Earth. By integrating this naturalistic
tradition with modern construction motifs, he believed, both the traditional and modern needs of
the Mexican could be met. In meeting these needs architects and artists would, he continued,
“raise class consciousness, to place in front of the people all of the social values, so that by
knowing what they are capable of doing rekindle within their soul, at the conjure of its past
greatness, the creative impulse characteristic of the Mexican race.”130 Amábilis’ desire to “raise
class consciousness” was rooted in the legacy of progressive, socialist politics in Yucatán that
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responded to the inequality faced by the state’s indigenous population. Amábilis, engaging with
the ideas of Yucatán’s socialist governor, Salvador Alvarado, believed that it was only through
the raising of class consciousness, or the recognition and incorporation of indigeneity, that
Yucatán and Mexico at large could locate the innovation and creativity necessary to push Mexico
into its modern postrevolutionary future.
This invocation of the indigenous spirit would, as well, revive the greatness of ancient
Mexican civilization, resulting in what Amábilis termed the mystical ideal, a phenomenon that
was made possible through the Mexican revolution that had the potential to “redeem the masses
without churches, creeds, clergy, and rituals.”131 This idea differed from the redemptive
philosophy of José Vasconcelos in that it accentuated, valued, and engaged directly with
indigenous people and did not seek to transform them through the adoption of Western physical
and social ideals. In his Mística de la Revolución Mexicana, Amábilis describes the mystical
ideal in terms that connected it with the healthy national body:
The mystical ideal was based on the care of one’s body and on human’s capacity to
imitate and perfect nature through creative means. These traits, Amábilis wrote, were part
of the legacy of the ancestors that needed reinforcement through a socialist educational
system. Through action, the Mexican Revolution introduced these ideal elements in order
to create a more “noble, equitable existence for the people, in this way, strengthened with
an infusion of vigor, the proletariat will be ready to make the next step toward the
definitive redemption of the Mexican People.”132
Amábilis’s call for the redemption of the Mexican People through the invocation of the mystical
ideal recalls the ideals of transformation exemplified by the National Stadium and the Jalapa
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Stadium. His approach differed, however, in its insistence on the indigenous body and his
connection of it to social equity. For Amábilis, indigenous erasure or assimilation was not an
effective path toward Mexican modernity; nor was the mere symbolic deployment of the
indigenous body. Parque de las Américas can be read as Amábilis's response to these projects as
well as the dominant government ideology that sought to instill European, modern ideals into the
Mexican population.
Amábilis’s Parque de las Américas sought to engage the population of Merida in
activities that would encourage the manifestation of the mystical ideal through the betterment of
the spirit, mind, and body by celebrating the achievements and inherent modernity of the ancient
Maya civilization. The park contains three interconnected yet distinct areas that would facilitate
the development of these faculties: a fountain area for the cultivation of the spirit, a library for
the cultivation of the mind, and a performance area for the cultivation of the body.133 These
spaces had overlapping functions — all provided space for leisurely outdoor activities and
exercise — but the indigenous motifs engaged in each section symbolically indicate the
betterment of these individual faculties that would engender Amábilis’s mystical ideal.
Ultimately, Parque de las Américas sought to revise the image of the ideal, healthy Mexican
body to include and reflect the nation’s contemporary indigenous populations.
The southeast portion of the park is occupied in its center by a monumental fountain
suggestive of Maya spirituality (fig. 3.8). Water, an essential resource for sustaining
communities, was integral to Maya religious practice. During the dry season (May-December),
water was scarce in the Maya lowlands, which drove the ancient Maya community to develop
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spiritual practices that would bring rainfalls. Consequently, much of Maya religion was
concerned with the worship of gods associated with agricultural fertility and rain. Water and
especially collections of waters, such as cenotes (deep-water wells), a natural phenomenon that
occurred throughout the Maya world, were imperative to Maya survival and religious practice.
Amábilis’s fountain engages sculpture of these Maya gods in addition to the physical presence of
water to manifest indigenous spirituality and encourage human connection to nature.
The Parque de las Américas fountain is marked by seven enormous feathered serpent
columns evoking Kukulkan, the Maya creator god (fig. 3.9). Arranged in an arch, the columns
are bookended on either side by decorative facades containing ornamental faces symbolic of
Chaac, the Maya god of rain. The top of the fountain is marked by several Maya crosses the
human embodiment of the Maya Tree of Life. In front of this decorative structure are several
pools of water that catch the water that sprays from the mouth of the feathered serpent while the
fountain is running.
The three legible symbols used in the fountain, Kukulkan, Chaac, and the Maya Tree of
Life, evoke Maya spirituality and human dependence on nature. In the Maya belief system,
Kulkukan was the creator god who brought the rain and winds. Maya life revolved around
agriculture and survival was predicated on the rainy season, thus Kulkukan was worshiped as a
god of agricultural fertility and embodied the Maya’s deep reverence for nature. Like Kulkukan,
Chaac was also associated with rain, agricultural fertility, and the sustenance of life. The Maya
cross, while not directly associated with water and rain, embodies the Maya belief that the
human body mirrored nature. These symbols encourage the park’s visitors to engage with an
indigenous spirituality that was rooted in nature and deeply connected to the manifestation of the
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healthy body. Through engaging with nature and specifically water, the Yucatecan population
could adopt the spiritual practices that were necessary for the invocation of the mystical ideal
and redemption of the Mexican people.
In addition to functioning as a symbol of traditional spirituality, the fountain also suggests
the technological prowess of the Maya people. While it is unclear if the Maya had fountains and
other sources of running water, Maya communities developed hydraulic systems that allowed for
the harnessing of water. In addition to relying on naturally available water sources, the Maya
created their own water catchment features including reservoirs, wells, and canals.134 The
fountain can be read as symbolic of such a water catchment system, suggesting the achievements
and inherent modernity of the ancient civilization.
The modernity of the Maya is also represented in the functional and material aspects of
the fountain area. The fountain is constructed of concrete, a material, as noted in the previous
chapter, that exemplifies Amábilis’s tendency to synthesize modern building technology with
Maya design. By combining the Maya design with the modern material of concrete, Amábilis
creates a parallel between the natural rhythm of Maya architecture and the allusions to its
technological developments, with twentieth century technological modernism suggesting that the
“strength, solidity, stability, and durability” that Mexicans sought could be found in its
indigenous tradition.135
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The Southwest portion of the park houses the Biblioteca José Martí, a small library and
cultural center (fig. 3.10).136 The library, which functioned as space to enhance the mind, takes
the shape of Puuc style Maya dwelling, and celebrates the intellectual achievements of Maya
culture. In calling forth the legacy of Maya intellectualism, Amábilis evokes the inherent
modernity of the Maya people. This emphasis on education suggests the socialist education
system that was promoted by Amábilis as a means to manifest the mystical ideal, as well as the
progressive political environment of Yucatán at large.
Scientific understanding and education were important elements of Maya culture and
remain an important part of the civilization's legacy. Maya are most prominently known for their
study of astrology and ability to accurately predict celestial events. In addition to their
astrological capabilities, Maya developed a sophisticated writing system that allowed them to
document these important astronomical events and record divinatory practices.137 The placement
of the Biblioteca José Martí with Parque de las Américas, suggests the importance of intellectual
curiosity within Maya culture as well as its importance in the manifestation of a modern Mexico.
This intellectual prowess suggests the inherent modernity of the civilization and thus the inherent
modernity and intellectual potential of the Mexican people at large. This active engagement of
the contemporary Maya population contrasts Amábilis’ approach to the redemption of the
Mexican people in contrast with that of Vasconcelos who’s approach to redemption was both
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patronizing in its rhetoric and merely symbolic in that it failed to directly engage with
contemporary indigenous people.
Amábilis furthered his representation of a Maya modernity in his integration of Maya
design and modern building techniques. The two layered façade is decorate with a concrete
geometric lattice overtop a deep red ground, and is marked by a massive corbel arched entryway
typical Maya architecture. The primary facade is flanked by a large relief animal carvings: a
pheasant at left and a deer at right — both of which are native to Yucatán and also suggestive of
the zoomorphic forms that were included in the Maya writing systems. The left and right wings
of the primary facade are crowned by a massive concrete pediment that wraps around the
building. The text “Biblioteca José Martí” is inscribed on either side of the doorway in a blocklike script that recalls the Maya glyph, above a frieze of more zoomorphic reliefs, flanking
depictions of gods.
Either side of the building is decorated with a pseudo-masonry design — where a
rectangular brick-like pattern is painted onto the concrete facade — a design motif that Amábilis
uses throughout the park to evoke the stone construction of Maya structures (fig. 3.11). The rear
of the building features white a concrete facade that is framed on either side by cantilevers that
are supported by ornamented pseudo-masonry columns. The center of this facade is marked by
large concrete stela that is decorated with relief sculptures of the Mexican eagle as well as the
Maya god of rain, Chaac.138 In addition, the stela contains text in Maya glyph-like style that
reads, “United by reason and justice, the communities of America form an alliance that is strictly
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Enrique Urzaiz Lares, Arquitectura en tránsito: patrimonio arquitectónico de la primera mitad del siglo XX en la
ciudad de Mérida, Yucatán. (Mérida, Yucatán, México: Ediciones de la Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán, 1997),
98.
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in service of harmony (fig. 3.12).”139
This text, within the context of the Maya stela, is notable in that it foregrounds the Maya
as one of the great (and perhaps the greatest) original pan-Latin American cultures. Moreover,
the stela exemplifies the intellectual achievement found in Maya monuments, which often
contain the hieroglyphic text that glorified a king or a god — the public manifestation of the
Maya writing system and thus Maya intellectualism. It is worth noting that the Maya were one
of the few, if not the only, Latin American indigenous cultures who developed a writing system.
In addition, the stela evokes the collection of small stelae that are placed throughout the
park in honor of the nations of Latin America (fig. 3.11). Together, these stelae reference a panLatin American union with the variance in scale suggesting the Maya as the powerful,
originating culture. This theme of Latin American union is continued in the open-air plaza that
extends from the rear of the library. This space is marked in its center by a water feature and is
surrounded on all sides by a concrete wall with seating. The wall is marked in intervals by
columns with crests dedicated to the nations of Latin America. The script on the stela roots Latin
American union or harmony in a shared indigenous history, countering the Anglo-American
imperialism of the United States. The theme of unity also sheds light on the design of the library.
Amábilis unites modernity with the Maya creating a sense of kinship that is in service to the
nation at large. The Maya are a part of a modern, Mexican nation just as Mexico is a part of the
pan-Latin American community.
The northeast section of the park is occupied by a concrete acoustic shell meant for open
air theater, dance, and other cultural performances — a space meant for the performance of the
139
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healthy body (fig. 3.14). This section of the park suggests two important Maya motifs, the Group
of the Thousand Columns at Chichén Itzá and the Maya Ball Court (found on Maya sites
throughout the Yucatán peninsula and in Mesoamerica more broadly) (fig. 3.15 and 3.16). Both
types of structures are concerned with an ideal physicality that allows for the performance of
important social and culture rituals. In engaging these structures within the space of the park,
Amábilis creates spaces in which he can imagine his own idealized Maya figure that is grounded
in creativity and culture and is thus indicative of the mystical ideal. By engaging Mérida’s Maya
population with images depicting the mystical ideal, he encourages them to embrace their
culturally rich legacy and creativity to manifest a socialist, indigenous modernity.
The acoustic shell that defines this portion of the park, is lined on either side by a series
of concrete, pseudo-masonry columns that support a concrete pergola allowing for the
proliferation of plants native to the Yucatan. Either end of the pergola is supported by large
concrete stelae depicting Maya figures in simplistic geometries that are reminiscent of those
depicted in ancient Maya stelae (fig. 3.17 and 3.18). These figures are depicted as engaged in
cultural activities—one column depicts a man carving what appears to be a column, another
depicts a woman writing (inscribing hieroglyphic text into rock), while another depicts a man
play a harp-like musical instrument. This group of columns and the stelae with depictions of the
Maya body suggests the Group of the Thousand Columns at Chichén Itzá — a series of 200
columns that would have been topped by a roof structure—which is located a mere 70 miles
from Mérida.140 The columns feature depictions of Maya bodies both male and female — likely
warriors and tribute bearers (fig. 49). Mary Ellen Miller interprets the Group of the Thousand
140 The

roof is no longer in existence. See Mary Ellen Miller and Megan E. O'Neill, Maya Art and Architecture.
(London: Thames & Hudson, 2014) for more on the Group.
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Columns as an architectural feature that “manipulated and controlled the observer, leaving little
room for deviation from the practice spelled out by the iconography.”141 The group, which acted
as a gateway to the Temple of the Warriors, encouraged worshippers to walk through this shaded
area of columns and contemplate these idealized bodies that engaged in war and worship.142 In
engaging and contemplating these ideal Mayans, the worshipper was to be inspired to emulate
these figures and the activities that they performed .
Like the modern park or stadium, the Group of the Thousand Columns functioned as an
ideological tool that promoted a vision of the idealized Maya body. In the case of the Group of
the Thousand Columns, the figures depicted were physically fit, and suited for decorous deeds
including war and tribute-bearing. In Parque de las Américas, Amábilis transformed these
figures to evoke his own image of the ideal twentieth century Maya—physically fit and
apparently happy individuals, engaged in creative pursuits, and thus embodying the mystical
ideal. By referencing the form and function of the Thousand Columns, Amábilis celebrates the
Maya body while inspiring visitors to embody the mystical ideal.
The acoustic shell, which sits at the end of and in between the two colonnades, is painted
white and its interior contains a painted frieze with a continuous line of dancers that act as a
backdrop for dances, plays, and other cultural performances (fig. 50). A rectangular space,
meant for the gathered audience, sits in front of the acoustic shell, lined on either side by the
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specific function of the Temple of the Warriors is unknown and is named for the depictions on the columns
that surround it. At the top of the Temple there is a Chac Mool sculpture, flanked by two feathered serpent columns,
that may have been used to present offerings to the gods. Miller and O'Neill, Maya Art and Architecture, 66.
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series of columns. The general form, the rectangular court surrounded on three sides by spaces
for the audience, evokes the form of Maya Ball Court.
In the Maya world, the Ball Court served a variety of functions, but at the most basic
level, it was a space for the performance and observance of the Maya Ball Game, an athletic
contest as well as a symbolic ritual that was representative of cyclical natural forces (i.e. night/
day and life/death). In the athletic performance of game, the players, often two regional groups
comprised of youthful men (i.e. warriors), used their bodies to ricochet a heavy rubber ball off of
the walls of the court in attempt to direct it through a hoop in order to score. The stakes of the
game were high as it often ended in the sacrifice of members of the losing team. The game and
the ritualistic sacrifice associated with it were derived from a Maya creation myth in the Popul
Vuh, the Maya’s foundational sacred text. The myth details the story of the hero twins, Hunahpu
and Xbalanque who outwitted the old gods to resurrect the maize god. At the end of the game,
Hunahpu is decapitated, and is reborn as the maize god, allowing the cycle of the harvest season
and thus, life, to continue. 143 At the same time, the movement of the ball around the court served
to symbolize cosmological movement — specifically the sun moving throughout the sky
suggesting the forces of night and day. In Maya religion, both sacrifice and the movement of
celestial bodies were closely linked to agricultural fertility, which was central to Maya life and
thus the formation of the healthy body.
By engaging the form of the ideologically rich Ball Court, Amábilis evokes the image of
the fit Maya body, the physical and spiritual discipline that was essential to the formation of this
body, and the rootedness of Maya life in nature. The acoustic shell (or symbolic Ball Court) at
143

Mary Miller, “The Maya Ballgame,” in The Sport of Life and Death: the Mesoamerican Ballgame, ed. Michael
Whittington (New York: Thames & Hudson, 2001), 82-86.
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Parque de las Américas, however, goes beyond abstract symbolism in its function as a space for
social gathering and performance. In combining the form of the Ball Court with the Acoustic
Shell, Amábilis inverts the symbolism of the Acoustic Shell, placing emphasis on the audience
instead of the performers. With this reversal of roles, Amábilis suggests that the audience, the
Yucatecan population, is the embodiment of the physical indigenous ideal that was essential to
evocation of the mystical ideal and the redemption of the Mexican people.

Conclusion
In its function as a space for the refinement of spirit, mind, and body, Parque de las
Américas is in direct dialogue with the National Stadium and the Jalapa Stadium. Each of these
structures is rooted in a postrevolutionary desire to reform Mexico’s indigenous and mestizo
people while evoking a sense of national unity that was intimately tied to Mexico’s search for
stability as it recovered from the civil war. The image of this reformed, postrevolutionary
Mexican citizenry, however, was contested. This lack of consensus was manifested in the
competing architectural styles of the times, and is particularly evident in the design of twentieth
century stadiums and parks. Through the neocolonial/neoclassical architecture of the National
Stadium, Vasconcelos and Villagran Garcia rooted a healthy, Mexican body that was rooted in a
colonial, Hispanist past, implying a hierarchical relationship among the Mexican citizenry. In
Jalapa Stadium, Jara and Rolland invoked neoclassicism and Western utopian modernism to
manifest a healthy Mexican body that mimicked Western classical ideals of the modern physical
culture movement . In Parque de las Américas, Amábilis integrated modern construction
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technology with Maya symbolism to create a space that could manifest his mystical ideal and in
turn, manifest a healthy Mexican body that was rooted in the indigenous connection to nature.
The emphasis on Western modernity in the National Stadium and the Jalapa Stadium
indicate the racialized, anti-indigenous discourse promoted in postrevolutionary Mexico. Out of
the structures discussed in this chapter, Amábilis’s Parque de las Américas, is the only example
of an architecture that sought to engage Mexico’s indigenous tradition as a means to manifest
modernity. Consequently, Amábilis, a Yucatecan architect who primarily worked in the nation’s
periphery, was one of the few people to truly realize the vision of a postrevolutionary Mexico
that dispelled the elitist, Western tendencies in favor of a pro-indigenous, socialist Mexico.
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CONCLUSION

Amábilis’s architectural work and writing continues to be understudied within the field of
Mexican architectural history and the structures discussed in this thesis are some of the few
extant examples of neomaya architecture. Fortunately, however, there has been a renewed
interest in the preservation of Amábilis’s architecture as seen in the restoration and repurposing
of the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche. In 2004, the Sanatorium Rendón Peniche, which had fallen
into disrepair, was acquired by UNAM (the National Autonomous University of Mexico),
renovated, and transformed into the Centro Peninsular en Humanidades y Ciencias Sociales
(Peninsular Center for Humanities and Social Sciences). This renovation and repurposing have
given new life to Amábilis’s architecture and in some ways; its transformation into a space of
education continues to manifest Amábilis’s aim to create a legible Maya architecture that
engaged Yucatán’s Maya population in contemporary society and countered oppression and
racism against indigenous peoples, which unfortunately still exist today.
Today, when inequality and oppression within a global capitalist system are dominant
topics in public discourse, and the preservation of Maya regions is threatened by Andrés Manuel
Lopéz Obrador’s proposed Tren Maya, the renovation and recognition of Amábilis and his
neomaya architecture are more relevant than ever. Amábilis’s architecture provides an example
of, or at least provokes thought on, a regional, socialist, and inclusionary architecture. While the
theoretical reasoning behind much of Amábilis’s architecture might be unsteady, his aim to create
a Maya modernity that countered Western paradigms aligns directly with some of the most
progressive decolonial scholars working today. In the introduction to Provincializing Europe:
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Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference, a preeminent piece of decolonial scholarship,
historian Dipesh Chakrabarty states that modernity in the non-West can only be, “achieved
through a contradictory relationship to European social and political thought.”144 In his
architecture and writing, which predates Chakrabarty by almost a century, Amábilis came to a
similar conclusion as seen in his development of a modern Mexican architecture that was rooted
in Maya and indigenous culture at large. As such, Amábilis’s architecture and thought deserves
renewed interest in its ability to create a dialogue with contemporary decolonial ideas.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

1.1: Manuel Amábilis, Sanatorio Rendón Peniche, 1919, Mérida, Yucatán
Source: “Le Regalan a UNAM Joya Arquitectónica de Mérida: Exsanatorio Rendón
Peniche.” Lector MX, Jun 22, 2018.
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1.2: Sebastián García in collaboration with Manuel Amábilis, La Quinta de la Salud Ibérica,
1918, Mérida, Yucatán
Photo by author.
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1.3: Patient at Dr. Auguste Rollier!s Sun Cure Clinic, Leysin, Switzerland.
Source: Postcard (Public Domain) via Wikimedia
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1.4: Sebastián García in collaboration with Manuel Amábilis, Entrance facade of La Quinta de la
Salud Ibérica, 1918, Mérida, Yucatán
Photo by author.
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1.5: Sebastián García in collaboration with Manuel Amábilis, Sala de operaciones Emilio Seijo,
1918, La Quinta de la Salud Ibérica, Mérida, Yucatán
Source: ReadyMap, México
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1.6: Architect unknown,Municipal Palace, 1735, Mérida, Yucatán
Source: School of Architecture Visual Resources Collection, The University of Texas at Austin
via ArtStor
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1.7: Manual Amábilis, Entrance facade of the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche (1919), Mérida,
Yucatán
Photo by author.
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1.8: Architect unknown, Great Gate at Labná (600-900), Labná, Yucatán, Mexico
Source: CUNY Graduate Center via ArtStor
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1.9: Manuel Amábilis, Detail of the entrance facade of the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche (1919):
Secondary doorway in the shape of the Maya corbel arch framed by figure design, and crowed
with the head of Kukulkan
Photo by author.
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1.10: Manuel Amábilis, first interior garden of the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche (1919), Mérida,
Yucatán
Source: “Le Regalan a UNAM Joya Arquitectónica de Mérida: Exsanatorio Rendón
Peniche.” Lector MX, Jun 22, 2018.
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1.11: Manuel Amábilis, second interior garden of the Sanatorio Rendón Peniche (1919), Mérida,
Yucatán
Source: Reunión Nacional de Alejandro Villalobos, UNAM, 2016
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1.12: Architect unknown, Temple of the Warriors at Chichén Itzá with The Thousand Columns
Group (900-1200)
Source: University of California, San Diego via ArtStor
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2.1: Manuel Amábilis, Mexican Pavilion for the 1929 Ibero-American Exposition in Seville
(1929). Photographer unknown.
Source: “El Pabellón de México, el único edificio neoindigenista de Sevilla,” sevillaciudad, 30
mayo 2015.
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2.2: Antonio Peñafiel, Exterior view of The Mexican Pavilion for the 1889 World Fair in Paris.
Photographer unknown.
Source: Library of Congress
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2.3: Antonio Peñafiel, Interior view of the Pavilion of Mexico, showing stairway and exhibits,
Paris Exposition, 1889. Photographer unknown.
Source: Library of Congress
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2.4: José Villagrán Garcia, The Mexican Pavilion for the 1922 World Exposition in Rio de
Janeiro
Source: Postcard as reproduced in: Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, “A Tropical Cuauhtemoc.
Celebrating the Cosmic Race at the Guanabara Bay.” Anales del Instituto de Investigaciones
Estéticas, vol. XVI, núm. 65 (otoño, 1994).
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2.5: Architect unknown, Temple of the Three Lintels at Chichén Itzá (900-1200)
Source: Images and original data provided by the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and
Ethnology, Harvard College, and based on investigations sponsored by the Carnegie Institution
of Washington. Via Artstor.
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2.6: Illustration of a Maya Primitive Hut
Source: William Duncan and Charles Hofling, “Why the head? Cranial modification as
protection and ensoulment among the Maya” Ancient Mesoamerica, vol. 22 (2011), 199–210.
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2.7: Manuel Amábilis, Detail of the 1929 Pavilion with three temple-like structures and Chac
Mool. Photograph by M. Amábilis.
Source: “El Pabellón de México, el único edificio neoindigenista de Sevilla,” sevillaciudad, 30
mayo 2015.
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2.8: Architect unknown, El Castillo at Chichén Itzá (900-1200)
Source: Archivision Library - Base Collection via ArtStor
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2.9: Architect unknown, Temple of the Jaguars at Chichén Itzá (900-1200)
Source: The University of Texas at Austin via ArtStor
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2.10: Architect unknown, Complex of a Thousand Columns and Temple of the Warriors
(900-1200)
Source: Erich Lessing Culture and Fine Arts Archives via ArtStor
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2.11: Artist unknown, Example of an early classic ancient Maya stela (300-500)
Source: Princeton University Art Museum via ArtStor
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2.12: Manuel Amábilis in collaboration with Leopoldo Tomassi López, Detail of stela from the
1929 Mexican Pavilion. Photograph by M. Amábilis.
Source: Author unknown. "El Pabellón de México, el único edificio neoindigenista de Sevilla,”
sevillaciudad, 30 mayo 2015.
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2.13:Manuel Amábilis in collaboration Leopoldo Tomassi López, Detail of main entrance of the
1929 Mexican Pavilion - Relief Sculpture
Source: Amábilis, Manuel. El pabellón de México en la exposición ibero-américana de Sevilla,
1929.
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2.14: Manuel Amábilis, Aerial View indicating the plan of the 1929 Mexican Pavilion
Source: Amábilis, Manuel. 1929. El pabellón de México en la exposición ibero-américana de
Sevilla. México
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2.15: Manuel Amábilis in collaboration with Victor M. Reyes, Interior of the 1929 Mexican
Pavilion with open vault system and stained glass depicting Los Agricultores (The Farmers).
Source: Amábilis, Manuel. 1929. El pabellón de México en la exposición ibero-américana de
Sevilla. México
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2.16: Manuel Amábilis in collaboration with Victor M. Reyes, Detail from the interior of the
1929 Mexican Pavilion: stained-glass window depicting La Palmera.
Source: Amábilis, Manuel. El pabellón de México en la exposición ibero-américana de Sevilla,
1929.
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2.17: Manuel Amábilis in collaboration with Victor M. Reyes, Detail from the interior of the
1929 Mexican Pavilion: stained-glass window depicting Los Agricultoures (the farmers).
Source: Amábilis, Manuel. El pabellón de México en la exposición ibero-américana de Sevilla,
1929.
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2.18: Manuel Amábilis in collaboration with Victor M. Reyes, Interior view of Mexican Pavilion
1929: Reyes mural depicting the Mexican male figure .
Source: Amábilis, Manuel. El pabellón de México en la exposición ibero-américana de Sevilla.
México, 1929.
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2.19: Manuel Amábilis in collaboration with Victor M. Reyes, Detail from the interior of the
1929 Mexican Pavilion: Jamba de la Fusión de las Razas (Jamb of the Fusion of Races)
Source: Amábilis, Manuel. El pabellón de México en la exposición ibero-américana de Sevilla.
México, 1929.
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3.1: Manuel and Max Amábilis, Aerial view of Parque de las Américas (1943-1945)
Source: “Parque de Las Américas el favorito, hacen fila POR HORAS para comprar esquites,”
La Verdad, 10 de Agosto 2019.
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3.2: José Villagrán García, Entrance facade, National Stadium, (1923-1949). Photograph by ?
Dominguez
Source: Mediateca-INAH
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3.3: Modesto C. Rolland, The Jalapa Stadium, 1925
Source: Author Unknown, “Estadio Xalapeño, 90 años de resistir el tiempo,” El Heraldo de
Veracruz, 17 de Agosto de 2015.
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3.4: José Villagrán García, Aerial view, National Stadium, 1923-1949
Source: Mediateca INAH
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3.5: Modesto C. Rolland, Detail of Cantilever and Mushroom Column, The Jalapa Stadium,
1925. Photograph by R.M. Mateos
Source: Author unknown. “El Emblemático Estadio Xalapeño Cumple 94 Años de Historia
Deportiva y Arquitectónica.” Running Life, 20 Septiembre 2019.
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3.6: Modesto C. Rolland, View of Mexican Revolutionaries depicted in a Greco-Roman Style,
The Jalapa Stadium, 1925. Fotografía anónima, ca. 1950.
Source: Sinafo, Conaculta-INAH.
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3.7: Modesto C. Rolland, The Jalapa Stadium, 1925: View of Students participating in a uniform
exercise
Source: Veracruz Blue Book, 1923, 181.
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3.8: Manuel and Max Amábilis, View of Fountain at Parque de las Américas (1943-1945)
Photo by author.
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3.9: Manuel and Max Amábilis, Detail of Fountain at Parque de las Américas (1943-1945)
Photo by author.
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3.10: Manuel and Max Amábilis,Biblioteca José Martí at Parque de las Américas (1943-1945)
Photo by author.
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3.11: Manuel and Max Amábilis, Side view of Biblioteca José Martí at Parque de las Américas
(1943-1945)
Photo by author.
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3.12: Manuel and Max Amábilis, Rear view of Biblioteca José Martí at Parque de las Américas
(1943-1945)
Photo by author.
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3.13: Manuel and Max Amábilis, Stela for Brazil—Example of one of the many stelae honoring
the nations of Latin America at Parque de las Américas (1943-1945)
Photo by author.
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3.14: Manuel and Max Amábilis, The Acoustic Shell at Parque de las Américas (1943-1945),
Photo by author.
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3.15: Architect unknown, The Group of the Thousand Columns at Chichén Itzá, 900-1200
Source: Erich Lessing Culture and Fine Arts Archives via ArtStor
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3.16: Architect unknown, The Maya Ball Court at Chichén Itzá, 900-1200
Photo by author.
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3.17: Manuel and Max Amábilis, Detail of a stela from colonnade and pergola at Parque de las
Américas (1943-1945)
Photo by author.
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3.18: Josef Albers, Unmounted photograph, 17.7 x 12.7 cm.
Detail of column with relief sculpture at Group of the Thousand Columns at Chichén Itzá
(900-1200).
Source: The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation via ArtStor.
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